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. The . p~oblem ·of· an.a).ys:ing imd d~signing · under,ground unlined or· lined · 
cavities of .vaiiou.s ·!lhapes to resist .dynamic · aistur~ances caused by nucle.ar 
• • • • • • ·- • , ~ l • 
exp,losio·ns -ou ear·~hquakes is of considerable :Unportance. · .. The applicat;f.ons 
• '"' : ·~ · , • • ' I ; • • • •; .' • • : • t ' 
:: · could be in ·nuclear power~ plants, hydro-erectric power complexes . ~e.g .· 
- . . :''1'. - ~~ • . . · : • • · ' ""' ·-~- - • · - _ •. · .. • . • . • ' . •· ~. -~ . ' . .-· ; _- • 
~. , .. ~ : 
.· 
·.~ : !. 
... · ' .. . Churchill.· Falls) ..: ···oil. and -natural gas 'chamb~rs, ·and t.!}nri~ls in the ·.Iilining. _: 
· · .,;d tra~s-p~;tati<in ind~St~iea. . ~>i .. 
0
... · · · . · •· . .- .. < . · ·. '.· ' • 
.· ·Erigfneers are r .estiicted··to a c:~~~ extent · ~y. a lack. o.( _ad'equat.e 
•• •• 'f {' : 
' .. 
... . - . 
' . ·.~ .. . . . . . 
. .. :_ .· r 
~ ~-
.· ., .. 
·.' 
, · .. ··\ .. ; . .. 
' .  
. . ... _ . 
... · ., -· 
' ~ I ' ' 
. . .... . 
- ~ · .. 
. -·· .. . . ..· ·. . . . .. · . . ·. . . 
·· : :_ . . : .'liteiature ·in .this :a~ea., .··Even -for :-static loads, mucli q.f =t~e ·.·d~si~ri·' '·_. 
. . ' .· ,. . . . I •' . --<'..;<, ., . .'• •· • . • • . 
practic·e today' is· of a:senii- empf~'ical ~attire _(Benson ~nd: Ki erans ·(6) )> · 
. . , . .... . . , . I. . . . . . . . .·. ;·'· . . . . . . ~~---~ ,. . .. 
Staterii~~t· ~-~ ·the' ·P·roblem · -~-- ·~.,. 
. ·' - · ... · . .-· .. ' 
• • , .. • i_.7.... • • • , ;;:'• : •• ~ . ' •: . , • . • • .. •• • , :,I • ' 
·The purpose of: .this investigation . is t~ detennine · ·the · elastic ... 
• • ~I ,• ' • • • • ' • ' . ' , ' • ' • ! .· • ' • •: . ,.' • • • ' .. • 
resp~nse of : rei.nt'orced and unreinfcirc~d : un.ciergr~li:tid cavities ~f. · var.l.ous· 
. . . . ~· .. , . . • . ,, ... , . • . . .. .· . . ~·. . . . . . . : . , . . ·. :r .. 
· ~shapes .when subj-ected. to ground inotion"x:esulting from' n':lc~_ear. blasts. '01; 
. . ... ~ 
,' ... 
ea.rth~uak'es. · c-. 
. ·. ·· .. : ... Th~ : time ·d~~~itd.cmt. v~riado~ns in ' tbe .:~ispl~cem~nt_ , ve·locity ~ri~ 
: .. . · . . ' ... .. .. · . ~ - -- ~:i'ii~.A: ·. . . · . .. · · .... . . ~ . . ~ ·.· .. 
'acce!e-raqon ll!DPlitudes · a~Ma~e<f with . repr-esentative . p(3ints of, -~he rock-
.•. . . . ~ -~;.·· . ... . ... •. .. . . .··. . 
str'uct-ux:e sys_~em ~~e- ~~~~:n)~~-- : , .. · .. ·... .. · -,. 
. . ' . . . . I"'·'!/_~ 'of 
i. 3: LaYc?ut · .· . ' 
• • • • Ill> • - • • • • ·- F> ~ • ~ 
·Th.is sec.tic?n outlines tile. are as covere d :in this ~hesi;s • 
•, 
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:.' ' · 7 
v~ . .. . ·_ ... . ·-_ -- , . - - .- . : . 
· . The . second Chap.ter is ·a . br;l.ef literatu.re review. of material- related 
. . . : . " . ~ . 
· ' . 
to Rack-Structure ,I~t4!'!raftibn in·. the ~!~llo~t:tg {i~lds:· ·rock ~echa~ic~; 
stat;!.c a~alysi~ numerical or expe~imerital metl;lods; dYnamic ·a.~_alysi~ .. of 
1 • , • ; , • : IJ ,, . • , , ·~ ' • , , • . • 
• • ..r , . . ) . • . . . . 
stru<;-~_~res ~n~luding oo.i::h ~isc.r~te , structures ·and "contin~a ;_ numerical · .. 
' ~olutf~~~ : C?f. . ··~h~ · ~~ua~i:ion~ ~ (~:~t~on: . w~ve.: prop{l~:t;o~ · in . ~.onci·~ ·. ~xp~ii-7 
. . . . - · . 
mental techniques . for. .. analy.~ing . soi.l-structur.e i~te~·acticin problems, 
soiutions ·basea on· numerical m~th,od;; diff~rent from .. the •finite ei~ment 
' . . . . . . 
>metho'd, .finite element 'solvtion~ of dynamic pr_obl,e~s- inciudi~g wave 
. ' . ~ . . .. . . . . . . . . . 
•. 
. propagatio~ problelilp, ~~is't:l.n&: ·F·e~hniques.-for 'mpdell.ing an -lnfi:nite under-
• • , • 0 • •• __ .. _ 0 • • ' • • 
ground system.by th~ 'i:t~ite.' ·elett{f:lnt inethod. . · · .. · 
.".: .. .. . . .. \ .. • • 0.. 
The t~ird' Ch~pfei~ p~~s~?ts tJ'ie practic.~f :-~ide ·of- 'th:e. ~roblem 
Jn.cludin'g ·.·i:li t:tcig cri t~rilt: geotechnical data requi~:me~ts • . conf.iguration, . 
. dtffe~etit'.me~hods ~£ . r'einforcing ~ c~vity, ~·and-.d~sisn' conc.~pts> . 
• o • o o ~ ' ' o ' ' I • • • • ...- . • - . o • ' ' 
:. ···dh.ap~~r. f~tir' ~·resent~ . t~e · g~ri.erai !!Olutfon of fh.e ' previou~'ly .stated . 
. . . . " .' . ' ,.; . - .. . . .. · . . . .· . . . . 
proble~. (secitfon· 1. 2) ln~ludi~g the f~rmul~tioit ·of . a comp~·t.~~ · program~e. to 
. :. . . . . . . . . . . . . · ' . .. 
~. . ~ . : - . . . . . . ., . 
.. . . ~ . 
give the.· time.: hi~ tory of . · th·~ displii¢eJDenb~ and stresses irt · t.he c·avity 
• •• • • • • • • : • ' • •• . ' • • ' • • 1 • • • • • , • • . .. . 
. . r~i~for~einet_lt ··:(rbck hal tin~ . ~r ela~tic'. liner) and the ·s~rrounaihg m~diuci ... . ··'. .. :_ · 
•. • : , I "' · . · : • ' · • . •. , •, • ' 
· · Factors aife~ting the : r~spoh~e ·of .the :rdnfo.~~~d· cavity -were i~~~~tigate~r.... . · .. 
·. . • \ ~ I ' ~ . .. · . . - . . .. : . . : • .· .- . . . • . I 0 • • • • • • ••• • • • .. • • • ; • • • • • • • • • • • • I • • ' .. 
The. parameter~ . c;onl"idere.d' .are: 9 cliivity .reinforcement. (ro·c.k _bol~i~g arid 
0 • ~ • , ~. . • • • · ' • • • . \ • • • . • • 
ela~t;Lc ) :iner.)', ii) · cav:ity sh~pe, iii) . i;sdlation :inat~r~·al.bet;ween' .. the , .. > .· ·· .. ·· 
. • . . I , . · .. . 
s 'tructur'e and the s~rf~Jndi~g . in~~i~ •.. and . iv)' f~liing··~a~:~~~'! iri·· :the· . 
' . ' . : . . . 
. ' ·. ' . / 
cut-an?-cover structures. · t:o .f.ormulate' th~ general solutio.n, a new··plate · 
• ;>. \. 
. ol ' I 
eie~ent. was- .f~tr·~·duced for ·-simulating the cav:i,ty linet" toget~~r -w;lth :·!;:wo 
. . . .. . ... . ~ .. \ '. ,; . \ . . · '. .. '. ' . . . ' 
n~w subroutines for c~lculat.i~g ' the t1me-hi!?tory-..for displacements and 
. . ,.. .. . ·. . . 
s~resses. 'in the new·. pla te' e lemen,.ts; . Mo4ification of. the other subrotid.nes 
and; t_he main pr~gramme, <?ri&i?aHy. prepared by Blakey (B) ~ ~·-'!'las ca;ried. out.~. 
·•. . . . . . '' . . -- . ~ . . 
"·Tiie .progr8mme was ~p_o modified to solve both plane stra:tn. and plane .stt:ess-· · . 
. . .. ' 
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·, .·· 3 
. . . . . '· . 
• : • • \1, • ' • .q, •• ' • • • • • • • •• , 
prob~ems as . the o-riginal. p_rogramme w~s ba:;~ed on - i>~arle stre~s analy~is • 
; , . . . . \ . . 
A 
. . 
. new model. f~r· d~terminin~ transferit r_e~po_n'se .to ·earthqua~ · excitation is 
presented. 
. , ~ The· .Uft-h and the last Chapter describes tne verificat.jion •of the 
... . ·.• . 
. _res~lts . 9bta1ned a:nd checking of ,the correct~ees of · the ' !ne~ subl'ou~ines :i 1 
. ·. . . . . ... . . . . . . ; . ' 
. · ... 
u13ed in m.odi.fying -Ref. 's (S) c~mp~ter programme .. TKe resurts of the· 
. . . . . . . . . ' ' 
different .shapes are compared with. that · of ' the. circular -shape_ 'previously 






' I 0 0 o " OJ 
analysed by Ref. s· while··:: those .of ,i:h·e. i.soi~te·d .. ~truitu.xe are ~ompared with 
-• • • • • • • 0 .,. . • • ' . 
the '.r-esult·~ . o{ Co·~tan~ino: a~~ Marino (.15) ·~ ·. A ··compari~on bet~een : the 
.· . .. . . . . . ' .·' . 
re·sults ··obtained by the~n'~w mod.e1. .9:nd those of_ Kohl-emeyer ' (33) and 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
· ·.·cast.~l-lani . (~) ·i~ ~~esented:_ .. DiscU:ssioi\ .an~ :~o~~l~sion~ .. ~~-e p.t'e~ented at · 
. ' 
. , ~. 
·.' 
t;he .end. 
·· .A description ~f the -toinpu·ter pro·gx-anm;e. 'i.s .g.iven in: Appe~dii' A. 
:~ppe!ld_ix B ·_presents the~ ~amping fo~~iation in t~rms of · critic~:11 dampi11g. 
' .. 
'A n~meri~al .example of the ··~ynamic-- analysis of. 'underground ·cay.i~y . using 
the new model-is presented in . Append~x c. 
1. 4 Notation 
. . . 
. a .. ·, outer radius of the foam, an4· ~ompressional. w_ave · . 








h~· · .and :b · .. · :. · 
~-,r .· 't: ra~ial . (n~.~-~1) and t~ngemdal vis:~s _s.tre~ses· resp.ec- . 
.· · · : . .. re 
[~. ] 
· c~ and Ci 
c .. 




ti~ely : / ·' , I . 
· -transformai:.iot! matrix 
.. 
. . c9ef£f~ients ., · ., · 
critia'lil· ·d.ampin~ 
·, •.· :· .. 
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-~~i-smic· veloci'ty-·· .;( · · · · · · . . 
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c~:l. = :ia IT,/wi -_ . 
da.~p~n~ rnatri~ 
rnodul~s-of ~l~s~~city 
. ·' .• 
. . ·. 
. . ~ : .· . 
. . ' .· . ..- . >· . . •. · . .. 
aver~ge norma.r ,for.ce over . J..ength b-
-· .. . · . 
tangen'tia~ · _loa~ 'per _~.init . leng'th : _. .. 
· roof., ris~ t~ s·p.an _.raf~o o'f a hoz-.iJrsh·o; .shape_ 
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· stiffness rna~ri~· ·• 
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radia.l penetration .o'f rock bolt 
... . 
virtupl mass ·~f the fluid · 
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· ... ~ .· 
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n-di:rectio~ 
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.... ' 
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dis tanS~ .. source-:boundary · · 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
,\' 
' . : j 
The gerientl under,ground . . cavity. problell) can . be analysed · using. the . 
: ... ': . . . \. ' ; ', • 
. . . ' ! . . / ' . . ,. . . 
finite .element method and/or any other nunierica1 ·approach, · such as the. ·· ·. · 
·'~ . . . ' ·' lumpe~ parl,llll~ter method (o'r soii-spr.i'~g·: ~~~hod· or ' ~ompii~n:ce ~et~d) ·:u~t,ns· .· .. : 
.·e·CJ.ui\r alEm.t f r'eq uency-indepen.deJ?.t foti'ndat.io:n. spr=l:ngs_-, da.shpo~s 
\' I . 
· :. ·Agrawal (2) ~a.f:! ·.i~dicate(i ~he finite elem~nt :t o be .superior. for. deep 
~. embedments. in'honiageti¢o~s :soil strata and flexib:te 'foundations. 
. :·' ·~ ' 
• .I 
·~ . ' 
. . •2. 2 History of. Rock Mechanics 
·. 
While· the medium cE>uld .. be . so~l · or. ~.rock . th:f.s 
restricted to · ro~k . med~~·. o·t' .~~D; ··· ·7~%.t · ·~ 
. . .. · . 
..... 
J , . 
"' The •!}is tory' _of rock ' l!leclta~~cs 'goes back to the sec;o~d ·h~lf of the 
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P~.Y?lcal 'pr~perti~s were c_atried _out . ' ! .How~ver, Il).OSt '•researchers. regard .. 
195.0 as the' year fn which s;a·temat!~ !.es~aich. i~_to ro7k ~~chanic~ began in: ' ·.· ~- .. ·· 
·the· u.s.A.'·.· The history is now' .we,ll documented. in· a ·number of texts , .e . g, 
• I • • \ 
• ;~ •• t • ' • . ' • ~ ·· .. . ; • ·- ~· • • .. • \1 
' Szec.hy ' (55),, -.Obert and ·Duvall · (41); and Jaege-r (27) and · (28). Refs. ·20 
. . ' . . .. : . . . .. . .• ' . . ~ 
: and 4:7 incJ,:ude · s·~me of. theo recent paper:s which :cope with -the · theoretical, .· . 
: . ·. · . . - ' -
. ·' 
laborato!Y• and,f.iel(f re~;~earches in r~ck, mechanics. 
o • ~· .,. I 
2. 3 A~alysis : .. · 
, .. , 
'2.3.1 · · Static Analysis . ' 
"1 , e, . 
Un.til 1~50, ·v~~tually. ru;; investigatio.ns fdr ev.aluati~g stressef 
CJ . . ! • 
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ardund underground ~~vi ties were"-based on 'exact analytlcal tiletho.ds . deriv'ed.'• .. · .. 
• \ • I h • ' o " ' ' • 
from. the m~thema-~ical. theory· of elasticity. •' ")) . As· a,result, the. shapes of· 
~ . . . 
,,, 
cavities,· which' could be properly analysed, were limi~ed to'~those. expres~· 
• .;. \ ~ • • • • :. •• ' • ,: . : • ... • • . \ •• ·.. • : • : • • • • • ~ • • .' 0 . , ...... ... . 
• Sible by_ simple. equai:!-ons sucn as c~rcular. and elliptical 'tu~nels · and . · 
• • • • t - • .' • • • ~ . • ' • • . • • • • ! . ' ·: • .• . . . . 
·Spherical ·and spheroidal . cavit-ies~ FurthermQr,e, the :roc~ ·or : s~il medium 
. ,. . _··., . . ' .· . ,·. . . ·. . ·-· 
was. normally assumed . to . be·. co~tinuous •• homogeneous' isotropic and elastic. ·. 
. ·. . : . . . . . . . . : . ~ ~ , ,· . . . . 
For shap.es which are ·not ge.ometrically si~pie, experimental ~echniques · 
• I I . . . . 
· su.:h'·as· photoelastid.ty and· ge_otechnlc'al ~odelling were use~ · for .. analysis . . 
' . '• . ,. 
. . ' . 
, . . 
Howev.er; t~e ·solution was time'._cbnsumi:ng and· expensive,. 
. . . 
' · 
·wnh the 'advent. o~ t;h~ high..;speed ·digital ccimpu~~r ~nd· the ~apfd 
. . . 
d~velopment' o.f numer·ic~i. method~ · of analysis. the finite element metliod 
• • • • • ~ \ .J 
(FEM) proves to be. pne of· the most powerful ·n~merical tecl1niq11es fo.r· the 
. . . . ..  . 
" . : •. ,. • • ! ·, • .. . !- ,· . . . 
.sdess . analysis of complex · struc~ural sys'tem.s . .. .- .TJ;le first .pub~ishe~ 
' , o;o • : ' ' ' : . · • ( I • , • ' ; , · . ' 4 • 0 • • ' • 
. .. 
... ) . 
. ..  eom~uter : prog~amme'for 
. . . 
an -underground ·cavity anal.ysis, ~sing the FEM was· 
. f'' ," ' ' ' • ' • I 
that · of Wilson (60) in ~ 96·3. ' .Sigv~·ld<Jso~, Benson and Tnom~son (54) .. have_: 
.. · 
. . ·' 
. g'iven ' a brief fo~ulation of th~· finite .. element' rqethod with...8ypical ' 
. . . ' .... 
. . ·~ 
ex~ples tO dem'onstr~te t_he yersat;i.lity ~f · the' me.thod · i~. · an~lJSi~g unde~- . · 
• • • • " • '. , t" : " .. 
· · ground cavities. t:xtensive ' static .finite elemelit analyses have .;Uready 
. ·. . . ·. . . . : .· . . . . .. . .. 
. . , 
be~n carried out ·for nondrc..uiar cavities :l.n rock for the Churc.hi1l··F{llls 
project (6). .Yu and Co.at~s · (62) .developed . ~ finite ~le,me.n:t prograimne to 















'·. ,· ·; , 
·,', 
. ' ~ 
• • • •• <I' 
. ·t 
·, 
: . . ~ ~ 
~; '•;. 
simul~te stress .. d~stribut·fons. ar~und typical; -~r.regul~rly~s~~ped mining : ... . ·. . ~ . . . 
.I! • ' • ' ' • , • ' • ' • ' ' ' • . : #' ' ; • • • .,. I . ~. • • •" ' ' • • I. ~~ · , :~ · ~ 
openings;· .. The simulation takes into· account 'the adtal non-ho~oge~o'iia · 
• • ~ I • • ~ - \ 
• • '• f • • • 
mechimical prope_rties. of th~: r:ock ,ari~h~ possibi],.±ty that the stresses 
• I • . ; ·_.. • 
. are. produced by' 'gravity' and t .ectonic forces. 
' • I •, • . 
Wats'on, · Kammer, Langley, 
. ., . ., 
Selzer· an4 Beck (58). studied a horse~~f~ 
of re.qtiir.ed .. arch . and ~ali thicknesses ... as: 
shaped ~o~~ainme~t · for yariatiQns 
~. . . 
functions. -of rock'. qu!llity,. ~eismic · 
. ., . .. 
•· 
:· loading; rise-spc:tn ratio and span· were d~teimined. 
·'· ! • .. 
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-..: ~:~~ ·.:\ ' ·- . . . 
. · . \\ . .. . . 
. ·. . •' 
. ' . \ . \ #0· .. . . . 
'· ~ · 
· .. 
.. .. · 
. 
determination of va~Lations in thicRness for different concrete~ s~rengths 
..and peice~tages ·o~}ei~forcii)$. ste~l, ·and a compar~son o~~ required 
' · .:·th:i.c~nesses for fl:a.~ and parabolic arch walls. Ku1hawy (35) stated that 
"as 'of this wr:itl~g: (1974), there· hi:!.ve . be~n no published journal articles, 
'1!0 the best of :t:he .tfl;'i t&!r 1 s . knowledge, which have established ·<;'ri t-eria fen.· 
. .. . . . . . . ' . . . ·: . . 
cippro.pr:i.ate m'-?delii~g of ~~deriro~nd . opening~ ~sing the ·FBi." One qf the . · 




:. · purpo.ses ·~{ this .. study was to · establish so.me criteria· for · mo~el~ing ~nder:-- . 
.. ' 
. ' 
•, . ground ~penings iri rock .by the ·FEM. . E:or ~he. s'ake of clttrit;_y and·-~ impli·- "-
, . ' 0 ' I ' ' ' ' o ·:• 
·· city, the~e· st~dies. wer~- limited, to plane str;;dn anB.lyses: of ho'mog'eneous, 




1.: simulation of the· iricremental excavation 
1.· :Arbitrary !'ine_ar strain quadratic ~dements are .mos-t app·ro- .. 
pii:.at~. ' 2. lncre~el\tal excav:ation mod!'!ling sP,ould be ,employed 
for ~J.l.fi·eld cases exce.pt ·when f~ll ,face excav~tion occ~rs .or 
h the +o"ck is treatt:!.d as a. ·homogeneous, linear eiastic mass. 
ncremental excavation' c,an be. ~Od~led very effe.c.tivel-r. IJS~ng 
· techniques . described .herein. 4. A ·minimum of· 125-1'5& ele-
. . s shoul~ suffice for a~aly,i3:es Of. •• s.:J,J.ti.Ple· struc~ures in . homo-
geneous rciak where .there is . a plane of symmetry ·ann only one- . 
haLf. of the system ne~d· be.,analyzed·. · 5. Bound~ries of th~~~-i~-~-te 
element mesh .. should be located at . least 6 radii: away from the .. · 
c~ntre of the open~g to 'insure ' that the computed stress_es .. and 
displacements are . ~thin an .error• of less than .10 per . cent . of 
the theoret:l,.cal. ·For m9re accurate ·resu;I,ts, th~ ·.bounda:des m·usf 
be· e?ttend.ed fuTther • 
' . 
2.3.2 Dynamic .Analysis 
··.· 
I , 
. ' . . . . . . .. 
2. 3. 2. 1 · Mej:hods ' Other· 'Than ·the Finite . 
Element Method · , , 
• · Gilbert' (22) studied' the· stz:~esses in t~e· me'diun{ ~sing a i'h:i.gh· :: . 
.. 
. . . t!l ' . . ,· . :, : . ·' ... : . 
freque~cy" ·app_roximatio~ s-imilar t~, _t\:lat . . ·in g~odiet:iical optics. . The method 
' ' .. ' . . . . . ~ . . -~ . . .. ,. 
does no.t ·llllow' the s'olution to be carried ~-ut for suffic:i.e~t ·ume to obtain 
' I • ' • • ' • 
• . • • • • . - . .J • • ••• • · ' • • •• • • • • ' , 
the D)aximu'Dl stresses.· . P.ao (43) considered -~he stresses around a hole in ·a 
·. thin,. plate when (mvelci-p.ea · by a .plane· stress . wave; varyin.s ha'rlllonically · 
• • ' 4 . , • ' • • : • :"'- .- • • • .. . .. t· 
"· · : . . . · 
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. . , ' 
~ 
i ~ . timO and s_pace behi~d ~l.' wave fron ~ , i.e. the plane stress pro b ~em 9, . 
·~ , I • , .. i' 
; c~rr~sponding t~ the ~~an~ \strain .pwb:~m tre~ted herein. I~ ~he cdtaly~is . . 
pres_~nted ~Y Baron and. Parni s (5) the ~i~P~C?-cem~nts .at the boundary "of a~ 
. . . . I • • ., 
unlined cavity. were obtained by an integJ;,al transform.· approach. The 
. . ' . . .\ , ' 
' . . ' 
·solution o'£ ·the . tr.ansfcn::me-ct \equations was expressed using Hankel runct'ions 
l • ~ ~ . • 
. ' ' 'l . . ··. . .· . ' ' ' ' 
and tne ev.alu.ation of the ·i~verse transf~I'l!\ needed considerable.. C<?ntput~- ' 
t~o~al effort .. · Va~~- di~~l:a·c~me~t~·· obt.ai~~d ~~re· · then.•used as . ~~;lu- . 
. Z:·-~ ~ . -. \ . . . . . . . 
' ence coeffici~nts 'in d~termi*ing_·. the . di~lacements _of the .she_n ••. .. · 
~. • • 't II 
' P~ul (4_s,_~ · ~~al!sed t~e ~ffe~·t·. of a. plan~ S!:re~s. ~av~ inc~dent ' a'n 
. . I .. 
. an qnlined · cylindrical cavity, in .an 'elasti c med.ium. The ref lected oiind · 
• , • , *' • I 1 • ' 4 • 
diffracted. ~;~V~S · were. de~ci:f'Q:id in te~S· 0~ d-J.Jpl~.~et;,n~nt• potentlJ;t.~S '\"h1~.ch 
represe,I).t .. oJ tgoing, shear (s) .'. knd dilatation'al (P). waves, -! A .inet.hod was"' · . 
.. . 
. . I . :devei~ped .for· determirling the , values of t~ese .. p_otent·~~ls •·. Logcher (36) 
... . . . . . 
. , . . 
used the sam~ me thod as tpat ~f · Ref . ·s·and e~tended itt~ _include ' stresses 
. · . aw~y froui the boundary; 
. . J • . "' . 0 
Also, possible failure mechanisms .based sole l y . on 
• • I .•• r . . 
'were' ~i~cus ~ed· . . .. Ref?~~ts were pr_es~n~~<in : ~he . . the elastic stress state 
.. . . . . . 
form~ of -contour.maps of .principal stresses• at each time interVal. The 
·- . . . ' . ' \ ·. . .· 
orient.ahons of ·possibl~ failu·b~ planes were a~·so pr;ese~ted.~ Ref. ·45 
. . . . . : . ' ~ . . . 
described ·a .different method . for solv.irig the pat:tial differ~ntial equations 
. . . , . . . ... . ' ' .. 
. . . . . .. . . .... . .. . . . . , . ~ ' .. ' 
· which has ' seweral··.a(tv antages over the a ppr oach of Ref . 5. . Th e s 'olution 
' ' . . . . . . . 
'involves .super~~!3ition 'ot' ~h'e' i ·tress' field . of· an· 'incoming p].ane· step wave 
. , · ~ . ·. . . ~ .. - ~" . . .. . . . ' . 
and the . stress field c~rrespondin6.to waves which diverge {rom a li~e 
. • ( . . . 
·. ' . 
s auree. In order to sat~sfy the .boundary ' conditions, . ~he, sum: c;>f the 
str~sses due . to t:l1e .diverg.ing ~~ve. and ·the 'in~~dent · "stre~s , ex~~nded in 
/ • • • < •• .. 
' Fourier . seri es , were set· equal · to zero, a f: a fixed rad.ius f rom tqe ·line 
. · • ' I . 
so.(!r,ce. · ·In gene~al th~~~- .tesults ' iJl two l i near · integ~al equations ,' .one 
. . . 
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··· .which must be solyed simultaneously for two. unkrio.wn functions appearing in · 
. • . 




numerically in ~rdet to determine these unknown functi·o.n's. A Fortran . 
. prograiiDile was used for solving the simult~neous integral ~-quation~ .an~ 
... . . ... 
. .. 
· ·computing the vario'Us ·stres.ses at th~ ~,oundary and .f1:~ay from. it; 
. ~ . . 
• · The results obtained· from · the computer· were chec.ked by solving the · ·· 
saine b~Jic . e·~u'ati6ns •. by. ·a~~th~r method. ~alled the .. shor~-time solu~ion, [_::· . 
. I 
which is . only val'id \¥hen tbe variable in the' Taylor. e~pansions, time, is 
,.small. The short-tim~. solw::J,on was used not only to check t;he :accuracy . o~ 
the ·macl'\ine solution f?_r, short-times, but· also to prov"l.<te · th.i ini ti~l; 
. ' . 
values of the unknown fun'ctions involved in. the 
e~~~ti~~h~~h - we~e obt~~ned f~om.t~e - boundary 
two: linear inte·gral ' ~ 
.,.· . -· ~ . ' .. 
conditions as · stated above .. 
. . . 
It ~aiso. determined" the "ana],ytic charact.er of · the soil..ution ·at' short times·, 
• · , .. ' • ~ o I • • 
. . . . . . . ........... . .... 
and" gave insights useful in. developing the integratio'n proce~s.. As. ·a: . , 
I • ' ' • • ' 
. . • '• . . . .:' . : , ' · .'· , : ' . I .. ' . 
furthe-r "check on. the computer solution, . 'the •static stresses on the boun- .< 
' • ' I , · : ' • ' ' (~ 
.dari'es and in·. the ~edi.um ·were: c~~pa~~ ~ith those obtaiiu!d fro~ th~·. ma~h:l,ne 
. ·. . . . . . . . . . 
solutiori. at ,very ·long times. · 
. - . . . ' . 
Yoshihara.' (61) .stud.ied ·the :interaction' of plane el'astic ·wa,ves with 
• f ' ' ,, I , 
. . ~ : 
.. ... a' ... ~hin, .holiow~ ~yllndri·~·~~ shel:).. em.bedded in an '' ela~tic medium and 
. . ' 
obtained . the_· .response of the shell to a plane stress wave whose· vtave front 
.. , ". . . . 
travels in· a dir-ection''.per.pendicuiar to the cylinder cpcfs and envel~ps, the 
• . .. . . I . ·. . . . . . . . ' . : 
. shell. . 
~ . . 
·.of ' infinite length sur.rounded : by_ an elastic, 
. I . :. . . '., . . . . ·: . . : . . . . 
medium whose motions ' conform . to the. ordinary 
. . . . . 
. . , ... 
is~~ropic, ai1d . ho~ogen~ous · · ~ . 
theory of· elasticity. · 
i. • " • 
. . ': .. 
•. 
The ·re~p~>Iise of the. shell was studie4 by expressfng :·the .two·: compo-
nents. of displacement, -radial · and t~gtmti.al, in terms ·of fou~ier S~rie.~_, . # 
. . 
. -
The equations of motion of the shefl 
·. ~ · · 
•. 
, . 
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, · I 
· irt vacuo were 'de~ived from expression.s giving th~ 'stra~~· _anci·. kip.etic .. .' .• .. : 
,. \)> .... 
. ' . 
due to generaliz~d external fo~~~-s :~· F~rc~s on t~e-. s/~',~~-~·sul~ .. 
froni the· st~esses in. the medium at the bc;>Undary".:- St'resses in' -l:lhe me,dium· ~ :· ·: 
·energies 
. ..... : .. . o 
. . . . 
~ .· 
were .,taken to be the sum of the stresses due to t;he incoming .stress wave 
.. ' ! •. . 
• . t • . ' . • . • -1 • • • • 
exp-ressed in terms of Fourier Series :whose c'cte.fffc'ients are. ~nown, and 
·:-~ ;.~ . . ..... · · ~· ~ .. - . . . 
those due '~Q the· reflected and diffracted effects expresseq in ~erms of a 
. ·-..;~r' ,• • r , ... ~ , 
I • · ;~, ~ -. , ' ' .. 
pa'ir o.Mspiacewent potentials .represerti:.;tng the effec~.s~_of w'aves· diverging · 
. • ' ... •· f). ' . ' 
fro in the axis·~ ·af· 'the shell; 
·Thi! · two P,~its .. ~f co~~ied . i_ntegt;o:_:~_i/f.e~en~llil . ·. 
equations in t.erms of the gener'alized coordina·tes of th~ shell and . the 
displacement potentials were · ~ol~ed ;node-wise·.by. a . s~~p-by..:.st~p ,_ ite~ative . 
. /. • • • ' • • .,. -~ . ~ ,. • ' . :I ' • • ..,_~- . ... 
int'e f'1it~o.rt . . t.echnique ,~s~:ng the ·Newmark-~eta .'M~thod; ·t:o C?btai~· t:he' . valttes , 
'... . 4 ' : · •• • • •• 
the· -pote~ti~l function~,. thE! accelera~ions, ve~ocfties, ·~n~ ~isplacli-: 
' ·-· " . . . -. . : ' , . . . . ·. ~ - . . . ' . 
·menta of the, shell. . The shell. stres.ses were found · fro~ the d~sp~.acements,~.! · . 
/ ' • . ? . e. :. · ' 
and those -in the l)ledium Jroin · the potential . functions. :· 
. ' . . . . ' . . . .. . 
.. 
A1 though. the equations ac~ount for, im inf.lnit;e'_ nuP:Iqer of modes;. 
' ohiy"the . f·'irst thr~~ JllOd~s ~ere· con;~dered in· de.tail. .. Th~. computed.' . 
. . . . . . . . . . 
. "' . sol~tion'. w·as '·compared ..;,it~ va.lu~s-- obi~i~ed f .iom . . a series expansi~~~ bf the . 
. equations,_ which .is valid for ·sho;rt t:tmes, · and ·w~th :·t~e 'S·tatic. ~oiution · , 
• • \ • - • : • • ' . ' . • . • • • • • • l ' • • • • • ~ • - • ~ ,' : ~.:: • . • 
based :on 'the '1=heory of ·elasticity to ~hicl} . the ·gene-ral solution should ·: 




. ... . 
r . ' 
Mow . (37 ; · 3~) aolved·'th.e. sam~ p-;-oblem. ~y :the method- of undet~rni1ne~ ·:. · . 
. ~ . pal;'ani~ter~~ •. ·: ... The · drua·m~~ ._.?itc(s~~~:ic . ;es~f~s ~er~ pre~~rit.ed· ·.for -the ·. ca~~~ of ,' 
.· . . ' . ~- . . . 
.. 
. d;nami~ analysis -~nd ··throug~ a~· at~empted. correla~:l,on ~,oncl~ded' that the. :_ e 
- • • l'' • • • • • •• • • 
dyn~ic.-~~rE!a's' 'eon~entration factors ·for ·c;lind~;c~l . shap~s·· u~dergr:q~nd . . 
;>.. , · • • • .. • • 
. are about· 10 to 20 p~rcen~ larger thlin the static onea·.: . Alsb, the. efte,ct ~ 
'• 
. '· . 
. of -'lining· the cavity w~s st.udied. A ~ime tequir~ent -equal to ri~arly .~hree 
.· 
,.-. 
" ~- .. 
,· .. 
I • ,., ·• 
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. ~· .. ·. ' -. • • ,I _ .. '· 
· ·; . 
: · . .. 
·"" 12 · I . . ·· . - . ,•· . . : 
- .' -.t~ans.i t. times · (~;~~-- ~ransi.t - time -~ein&.-. the. time for the 'st-~es.~ wav~ to :·, 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
.' 
·. traverse ·-the openi~g· , which is a fu\lctio~ .of ( the .w~ve ·velocitY. -and". the 
~ • - • • • •• - • • •• 1 • • • --~. • • • .. 0 -,. . • •• ~· • 
··diameter of ·t~e opening) was. indicat~:d·. f.'~£ ~he :~t~e~ses to-·_;each .i .ts peak 
- • • • • - - · _.- • : • J. • • • ' • "l .~. : . • ' . ·• ~ 
. . -~· 
. ·~.s~ 
.. 
~ values; . The., in'{estigadon -~;l.d .not. ·re.fer 'to . t:-~di8.1. · s.tres~_es -:a.s these ttm~ ,. 
. .· . , 
. ~:l. 
•• '' I , ,.. -~0 .be z~'ro' fo~ :-the· u-Qlined' case. in . ~~e · r-~gio~ ·: ri~ar the ··o~enfng ,. ~nd . i~cre~~e .... ~ 
: ~ . . .. . . .....  ' : . . ' . . . . _, . : .. ·.· . · .. ·. ~· . " . ' -... _.: . . : . . . . ·: .' . . . . . ·. 
in 'the· lined ca~e where the liner P.ro:vide~. support fn th~ ·radial direc_t.fan 
' . . r ': .' ' • • • - 1 • • 
... ... 
. . . 
~hiough bend~ng o'f th~. shell ·-~nd :· i.~crease~ sd.fft:tes~ of the. o~~~ing near . ~ . .: .. 
. · .. . 
,';i· 
.. 
. ... '-.~ ; 
. ... 
:r:_; • 
. · :~.··:: 
. • > . . '\ . >... . -·' ·. 
•' f ; '". , , .. ~ • ' 0 • " ' ' ' , ' 0 I ' • :•, • -~/• 
~h~ . e~act s.oi1;1tio~ ~f : ~ei:·. 37- _:i,s. n~t· - ~atisfac.~ciiy fo·r _-.. the · ge~er.al ' .. ·.·. ·· . . ·. :· .· = :t.: 
· .~e c~vity. 
.· 
) . . . . . . ' ... ~ . ' . . . . . . . . . . .. · .... · 
~ •case ·,of a ~ rock openi~~. ' w~ere thE7. eias~i~ p'roperties- can·· v·a~y· thro'ugh . ... :·:.:. ; . : ' . : .. .. -:1 _: 
. .. , . . . ··· --· - .. .... . ' . . . ' , .· .-: _ . . ;· .· . ; ... ··:~_- .. ~ .• '. ~ .. ... . : ~ .-··.. . --~~: 
differet:tt . regions :c;>j: .the .contin_uum. -=· Addi.tion_al~y, .for·· ope~i.ngs. wld.ch·.may ·,.. · L: 
• • • • • • : . • '·, • • • - • • • -:.. • • •• , : • . . • • ... •• • • • ~ .. • •• ·' •• • -~ - - - ~ •• • .. ~~ ~ • ·.:. f ••• •• • • • · :: ,. · ' :·~ : 
.. ". be ·.rckk.:._b~l_t_ed; it -would a~pe~r th~t.' no. a~aJ;y~i~.~-- s~u~~P~_-'_.e~  :~~ .. ~o_'¢.~'7 , ·. · . - ~-;~ . ... · 
·. · lated to b'e s.uffic~ently ·gener~l' to ·cove·r · th.e.: ~-a~dom·.·_i&eatt~ri a{1·d vary.in~ ·· .. . -. · . . ~(. 
•' j. o I ....... , • ' • o I : , ,' ' • ~- , ' ,. f: :~ /l ~ , ' .' ... ' ' ' f ' ' 
Io~di~~ du~ t ·o rock bolt in.&;- · .: ' . · ~ .· •' · ~ ·.. .-· · · ' ': .. .. . · ' , _·' · ... · ·:_;'.:·.· . ... · .:. · · .. _i,· · 
- ~ ' • •. :. • ' ,. 0 • : ~... : . , ... t ·:·1 
. . . . . . .. _ . • . . . ,· . ~- -
.· _.,·, · ~ - . .. ·' ,·. · :· ... ·. . . .. '.\ · 
. 2. ~---~· ~ -- .~ F~nl~ein-~nt -~et_h':d . . (F~). . .. . · .. . '·'• . · :-i· :·. . . . ·. . : o 1~'.1 
· . ·.cci.stantino , (12 t'o 15). pr_es~n~~d : tl:uf .use · o.f . n:um~·ri2B.l .. (finite.' · ~ 
elein~nt .metho~) · ~d ~-x~~~i~e~t~l: :·teb~~~q~~~ ·. in : .'s:~~~ing-~~he · dyn~~-i; ... .. . . ')1 
· ~:apo.nse ~f :buriecl cyi·i~dt!~s· .:· · 1:h~ ·- fnfl~e~~~ -; -f ·diff;~en~ · •Mr~~~le~· on th~ ·. · :; 
. . . . . .., ' . . 
·, .. displac$in~nts.: ~d st~~ss~s l~-~ the sii~il· · ~~d . the.: su\.~~u~d-~ng. ·m~~i~· -~a~ .. ·.· . · . . · -· · ... 
• '' ., •' \: ~ • ' -~ .. ~:, • ', • I •' :' ! p • ' :._~' ' -'.' • '...._ • ~ ' : • , : II f • ',, • :. ' .. .. .. :·.<h: ~ • • • ' ' 
studied. · The- ~ncept · of · ~ iSolating. · the entire· -structure ··from. 'the; su-r;rounding 
• • 't • ... • '·' ' , , ' :.:, • o ' ' ' • •, • ' I 
' . 
; • ! \ • , ' • - • , ' . • ' r ' ' ' • • , • ' 
. . , " . . m~dium' -for structural · safety.:: wS:s ._.'inves'tiga:t;ed~' · .. The study._ inc;luded ,the 
,. 
" .. ,;· 
-. 
. ~. 
• "';_ . ' : .. · !. . • • • • • • • • - . • • • • • ; • 
~,_ ·· .·, · · b~haviouf of ·a~·fo~isolated; thin,· cylindric~f ·s·h~li': emb~Q.ded ·.1~ Qt~~w'; 
· ·. -:.· '~ . .'.: ': ,:_s~nd ·d~~-ing· .-~he .. p_a·:S:~~ ·a~ -~ · _pl~~~\~~~~-s~_;e ~ui:.e· .td '~~velo~··.: ~ ·: ·~~~~r-~tic~l :· ·. · 
.. :-
. , " ( , 
a~di 6~ ~emi -~pirfc~ · ~~-~hOd · of .~red~cting: . t.~e, ·:~~s;on~-~ o.f ·· s~~~~t.ute~· 
. . . . . u.. . . . ., . . 
... • • • \ •. ::~. • • ... Q. • • •. -... ' • • • • :. ~ • • • • . • • • . .· • • . 
encompass~d .. ~i1:h energy absorbing irtater-ials~ . -This ;enabled . the· determi-
.. : . ' . . . .. ·: .. . 
" • I • ~~-~· , 'c. 
ncit;lon cif. c-):langes ~ntr.oduce(.by an - ~nco~pass:ing :J,.ay;e~_ :· o£." i.s'olB.tion . materi'al 
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:(cfosed cell,.polyu'rethane foam) -in ' th-E! response characteristics 




cyli~di-ic~-l . shell tl!n.nel model buri~d in ,-soil subj.ected ' to a pla e p17-essure 
. . . 
study. indicated the . beneficial ef-fect 
. . · ' .. 
i~~lation laye~ in', t~duciri th~. shell membra~e forces, and . bendi ng 
' 
·., -In the .. sol uti semted by Ref-s. · 1•2 and 13 . . which determi~d the 
. . . .. . ·~ . 
. .. . · "free-f,feld" motions at . -~- giv~n· point in r~ck media to define 'the in~ut . o . 
. l~adiUg on ~ ~i~g s~ruc~u~i• the true int~r~cti~n)>h~no~el'n t~; o 
.r~ng ~nd the rock was :not considered as the effect ' of the ring on the r?ck 
. ' rr. :·: • . . • .' 
"Q ' , • ~ 
. . 
. displacements .was not accounted for. F~l;'thermore ·, ac~ording to Ref; 
' · 
instabilities ·~ppe~red in the numerical method and the 
code ~required ' large<> a'niount's of comput~tional . time i~vo 
. . . \ . 0 
computer syst~~-~· da.ta .man~ tape drives i) nd 'other devices. This 
. "' -. 
~produced · unsat~sfactoJy'results. 
tilne-vary·i?g response . 
to ·. blast excit~t:ion using 
~ ... 
the Newmark ·Beta Method for · 
solving the resulting equations of motion. · The computer progr~me 
• f , • ',:; . - ----:' - • I 
pr.esented by Ref. 8 gives the0 time-history for st~ess·es .~nd displacemen.ts· 
/, ·'}of the· rock 
\• ~ . . 
th~tr" effects 
media .and· reinforc~ment of the circular cavity . Re~. · 8 studied 
--·· ' o~ changing many_ va;riables . i~ a typical :fi~~te · ~~~~nt ~ormu-
. \ , :; _ lat;i~o, such as mesh si'ze, el~ment shape and· .siz'e,.and time -step ·of ·inte- ·. 
I . • . ' . . . , . 






. .. ~ 
. < .. . . . . · . .,(" : .-· . _.. . ' • 
. freedom systems witli regard·. to step·.size-' wa~ ·a lso inv.est;t-- ""':'"\:: _,. . . . . 
. . . . ,..._ -:' ~ . .:... ·-~ . 
A ·table. summarizing several reco.mmendations of the time in'te~val . · •· 
; 
I . 
~or the differihit methods. of ntim~rical integration wa~~ also presented. 
Howeyer, the sol1,1tic:m was restricted to , circular ~hapes ; · iu'though Ref . 8 . 
. . ' ' (, . ' 
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· ~ -
, · -:: were 'not related . to the. t-xpe. of load excitation. B;iS'ed on the work of . 
. ~ . · .. · ··~·(: ·~-- ·.· . ... ' " ·.,: ,; ... ( . " .... . · ~. . -:. .· . ,_ .. - .· .. · ........ : _,:: . .. . . 
.' __ _-· _... " ~~ve~l in:-restiga.~ors ~ .inc11l?i~g.- hi_~ . o~ ,; ~-~~-~e~eyei_ 0~') ·_poin_ted · o:u_t._tha·t 
• -;:, · ..,_ . • • • : -~ • • • t • • • ~ • 
. . • . 
1'a;~aximum element · i~ngth equa~ to ·;Ji)e"'ei.ghth~:-o(.·_the .wav~l,emgth ··-~f.: tli~ : 
_f( ~· . . : • •. '• -, : G • • '· •., • .• ·• ~ , . . - . . . ,. -· . •. . . •· • ._ - • .' • . . --.. : . • ~ - • - • .. 
. . ; "''·. :~-~: ~16west body wave, prbp_agating ' in- -=the :elftstic _\nateti_Bl ·l.,s· r_!!C.?~e'n~e~ ~,(based 
- . 
-: }·~ ~--"'. 
. ~- -. .. ~ . . ' 
,, .j2. 3. ·2.-3 Experimental .:reclinigues ~ 
tJ~ · ' · • ' • • .0. . . 
; ' The" exper·iiit~ntai 'wo~k - -o:n buried _cylinders h~s ·.been reviewed· by 
.. -... ' - -~ 
•• f.':. .. ./ • 
.. 
: ,. ~ '•' .. ' •· i 
- I 
... . 
. . . , 
. ·: •' 
• • t'r 
.. ·,, • .. ·' 
. ' 
'···· ,, 
. . ~ ' ~­
-: 
. .. . 
. . 
. Ki~t"ans, )eddy-'at!d' H~aie (31) •. ·· -ra·· i_nclude the effect of medium-s~ru~ •' .. ... 
. .. 
·. 
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buried shell to. be: 
·. ""·. ... ' .... 
' · 
where 
. ·~ -·.. . :_ 







o= k m. 
mv vn 
' • . 
... 
.. -· 
virtual. 'lnass · o ~ a fluid~ 
p . n . . 
~ a. -2- · . . 
n +1 -, 
meditini -density 
• • "1 • • 
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I? . . . 
··fraction between 0 and 1 .. , 
.,..,. 
. ... 
·" .. - ~ ·, '!....-. 
This ·. is . ~ iinilar_ to tl:J.e :weiP·k.nown added mass cox:C'ept used in hydr~.:. _ 
dynam~c <;,t.,,action whe~e t~i~~ ,;;ass is t~Re~;::~~~to, th~: ~f :~-~,._, 
di$place~·- w~te~ } -~ee_. ~or ,~-;J~f~e;, -.-48·: -~ ·.. i .. ·. 
.. 
. ' 
Ref. 16' conClud-ed that ~c'rushal?.:l~ fBam~ 'can significa~tly reduce . 
. . tJ . . • •. . . ;, ... .:. - -- . .(_ . > 
load_s ton· the primary ~tr~cture· •. · C~stantin9 and f'iar ino (1-5.) ·Jlointed 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
the 
~· I' • 
. . out I! hat l arge red4-ction~ .: in: t he ~heLl ,·m~brane ... ·forces> and .bending ·moments 
· ~ ~ ·~re pr~oc~d whe~ . is~-~·a.tf~g -~~h~-- e~t,i~~- ~~.r~~tu~~:~ ~-;~~-- th·~ • . sur~:ou_nd:f,~g 
. . ' ... ' ~-'. ~ • _' ..... •' I: 'I . • •" . • • .-:' ' .. ·. . . • .· " 
. ' 
:{ inedi~ · by a . -a·~·f t, energy: .. absorbing- lay~l;._ : . . .... 
. .....,. . . . · .. 
-• . 
... 
·_ . . 
... 
. '· ' . 
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'I • " .' ..,\'·.1s...,. 
>~· 4 'Bou~dary Con'ctitioris in: Transient,.{ 
..::R.:..'l!=;:.:;s;.Jp~o:.:n::.:s::..:e::.......:P::..:r::..:o:::.:b:.:l=-e::;.;m;;;;s=- · . -1{- : · 
·' ft)"i:i.:-r -0 ~-- <~)-, •. 
The dgid · b?~!:!dary ''conditi.cSri~ - ~-~ed· by Ref . 8 can only· be used for 
. . . 
. a~alysi~g blast type of ' .lq~di~g as _the stress field, due to t he incident. 
,• ·. 
wave· will ·be. unaffected by ref_lected 'wave effects only for the first few,_ "' 
• • ' ' "~ • • • - - -. • • •• • • • - . • • • ' .. • • 'f. •• • • : ' • .. • • • : ol•. ... • • •• • • . . ... ' 
milliseconds· of the load application period. This is the limitatio~· of 
I • 
,of loading w~ch ao durati?n of 30. seconds. · Although the t<>tal energy . . · 
r .eleased.· even hy ~ l~rs~ . . nu~lear bl~st is · s~all c~mpared with' ~hat relea.s.ed 
' . ' . . 
b_y . a nioderae~e-sized earthqu,a~e · ~nd blas.ting v:i.'brations contain only a · .' 
lfm:Lt'ed ~~ng.e of princf~a~ frequencies cotjlpared to those of .'~art~q'llakes , ~ 
the gene~al characte.r of blast-excited g7ound motiop is suffie.l.ently ./ 
. . . . . ~;,. 
similar -to earthquake-e·xcited ''ground motion.· . This enables large _bla sts.'' to 
• , . . . . 
provide a. useful technique fo_r st'l.idy'ing the struc_tural response to 'earth-
quakes • 
' ' 
' ·To overcome the· problem of : reflections at rigid boundarie~., -~hich 
- . .. . ..,. 
'" 0 ~· 
modify .the· stress and displacement in the medium ·and the structure, Ref ; 33 
u~ed en'ergy .~bs~bing boundaries. The basic purpose of this _absc:>rbit1.g or. 
viscous bo.u.t\C;lar~is · ·to control the ratios between: · the transm:Ltted energies 
~ . ' . 
• · -=-
·of the reflected and incident waves • 
. : . \) ... : . . ~ 
The13e . energies can · be·:;·cofuputed from 
. the'· amplitudes of th~ reflected · and . incident waves respectively ~~ - indi-
cated · by Ref~ 33. 
,. 
. ). 
In the orie-dim~~sional ca~e the direction .'of wave propaga_tion ' is 
known, which simpl~fies the problem of wave Jenergy ' absorption. F~r compli~ · 
...... . 
cated two-dimens ional mixed bo~ndary v a1ue pro~lems neither wave directions 
. . 
nor the relative magnitudes . of ene:tgy . assod.'a ted. Wi'th the various types of 
elastic waves are kn6wn.. This makes •i t impossible to develop an exact. 
~ 
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1~ 
.. .~- . 
. ' 
Ref. 9 ·used 'the -'same technique as that: of · Ref:· 3'3 and examined the 
effectiveness of the ar'tificial ' boundary condi_tions develpped by Ref. 33. 
Ref. 9 evaluated t~e errors involved in the boundary conditions defined by , 
.R~f. 33· in .analysing plane b.ody waves. 
. . .... ·· .. . ... . . : . . . · . . · . . - . .. . 
.The ~rrqrs were found to · b~ propor-
. . . . 
tional to . the ratio o·f· the wave length to the distance between the. source 
. . ~ 
of excitation and the artifici~l·boundary according~t~ the follow+ng 
~ ' -
expressions: ·. " ... -.. 




. eli . 1-3 JJ 
R -=-z~Tl=-:(~1'-....:;;;JJ~> (2. 1) 
For shear waves 
. ' I 
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,, . . 





~ aml Tre .. a~e :~e ti:te~ret.icai ::a~·r~s~ . . alopg . t~e. di~~cdo~ 
r 'within an 'infinite spac~. · 
b Dr and b Tre are respective!~ normal and tangent viscous . 
' ' 
.. stresses used--J;{i , Ref. 33• 
• • / , ": , e .• : • 
/ ..., · cs . .' . 
are th.e .. ~omptessional ,an!i· s~ear wav~.lle~g;h~ for 
.J ~ . i ·· .. 
'the frequency wi, eli· := 2 '7Ta/wi a~d- ali = 2 m~/wj_ 
. . ' .; . . 
a ~nd b. are the P. ·and S .wave-vel~Ci-ties. 
i .s the. P()isson ratio. ·· 
is the ~istanc.e so1;1rce·-bouridary. 
... . ' . . . . •. ., 
In the two large 'and small· tJJOdels shown in Fig; -2 inyestigated 'by. :Ref. 9', , . 
. ~ . J . . . 
. •. • • . · · 0 . • . 
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more .'accurate with 'the large model; 2) in both models the errot:s' increase 
at the end of the· ~xcitation, whi_ch is goveni.ed by the 'short frequency 
conteni: of, the ·exciting pulse. 
A new model for simulating an infinite space will be pres~nted ·.in 
• h • 
. problems can· be analysed • . · 
. ) 
.?'- •'. ~. 
· · ·z.·s· Wave Propagation·· in Solids · · : '~-z.,, 
I '• . . ·.' t'\ ;. 
. . • · _f . '\. The ~asic th~ory · <;>f ·wave propa?.at~on in solids' has been documented 
./ ·. by Kolsky (~2) and Ti~oshenko (56~ ·. and recently. (1973) in the two texts 
• ', 
' .  ~ 
., ·. 
of Achenb.ach (1) and Pao and Mow (44). It has b'een al~o explilined .and 
'p ·., . . . 
·. l>riefly swmnarized by. Refs, , 8 ·art~ 3 .. The application of the FEZ-f. in W!lVe 
propa:gatio~ problems has been studied 'extensively by Costantino · (17) _; Ref. 
.,. . 33, Ref . . 34; and recently b.y Bahar · (4) . 
~· 
.. . 
2.-s.1 General ~· . 
· ... Impact· (or . impulsive) :loads are char·acterized by an almost instan-
. ·: ~aneous rise in magnitude. fqllo'wed by a rapid decr~ase, the durat'ion of 
. . ' ;' •. 
•, the .impact ~l~ad being of the' order of a few millisecci'nds or. microseconds. 
. . . . 
'Mos1t fr~·quently the. load is . applied over oJ!ly a B!lla·ll area · of t~ . body. 
• • • • ' ' • ' • J .. 
. Structures z:rubjected to iniP,act loads behav~ very ·differently than 
~ . ' , \ 
when subjected to Cfnventional loads. Un4er .· conve~~iona1 .. loading • each 
. : · . . ·.. . 
part· 6f the 1o~ded pody influe~ces ·~tresses and ·d~formation~ that occur in 
. .. . ' 
. other parts -of' 'the body. Under impact, at the · commencement the remote 
•. 
· portions of .the bo~y remain undis~urbed .. and. deforthations 'Produc~d ·in .. the 
vicinity of the load~iig ·are p;opagated through th~· pody in the forin· of 
. ' . . .~ . 
elastic waves.- If the dimensions ·of the body are larg~, the .. time taken by 
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be· coils ide red. 
2. 5 . 2 . Wave Propal;ation in ' the . Presence of 
Discontinuties 
The theory ·of wave ·pro"pagad.on .in h.omogeniwus materials has been 
0 • • • • • \ 
18' 
·adequately. described 'by . a n~mber. o{ . refetenaes stated· in section 2. 5 . This 
. . . ,. . . . .. . .. • \• ·. .. .. . . . · ..... ~· .. . 
0 • • \ \ 
section·considers the influence ~f discontinuties, ·such as a cavity, an 
I • • • ,• ' ' ' ' . . 'I . • 
undergr~und struc.tui'e; -o:J; discontinuity .planes in the medium due to 
. . ; . ' . ,· . : ' 
geologic surface of weakness or .defects . in the 1='0Ck mass jointS (.fractures)", 
faults, unconformitie·s, _bending pla:nes, ·or metamorphic foliation. 
· The behaviour of th~ cavity · i -s · dependent upon th,e "fr~e-field11 .. 
.. " .. . 
gro'und mot~on modi~ied by ~he · p{:__s~~-ce .of the ca-yity_. .s~ _ructural: respons'e 
is ~lso a function of t;he . relative ··magni'tudes of the effective. duration of ' 
· · the. stress wave ' ~·ompared. with. the ~atural pedo~ of vibration· of ·the \ 
structure. 
. . . .· . . .·. . . . . ' . ,· 
Both these considerations could .be unimportant if the stiffness 
. . . . . . .· . . 
- ~ 
of the structure could exactly match' that of ·t:.he :removed. rock and the .. 
.-stress ~ave could pass thr,ough undiminished • But ' this is· not a practical 
s9lutio~ :to 'the p~oblem. 
Wang and Voight ·(57)· describ~d a t.~~-q:ime~sional discrete' ·element 
(three nb~ed triangular) mE;thod _for ·. the solution o.f · ~oc.k mass · stress 
. ,.. . ' r, 
analysis preb~ems. , Geological defe~ts. were in~luded . in. t he analysis-mo~es . 
' I 
·. of displ,ac~meni involving. sl~p and sep?ratiop. a~ong ~t'screte .d~scontin_~ity 
.. I 
sur faces." pual nodal ·points were utilized for · systems 'of 'non-intersecting 
.plan.ar discontinuities (e. g.'· di~continuity traces . 'A' ·and 'B·' of Fig. 3)..~· 
Th~ general · e 'quation .of ' equilibri~m ·wa~ .then written in : the no~al ma~mer 
. . ' ·. . . ' ' . . . ' 
after adding a new forc;e vector to the ordinary one (including initial and 
body. ·and .external force~): · The ne~ force. vector .acco~~s for. t he f.o~ces 
. at;: .nodal poi~ts alo11g the cii~continuity. . The solution was obtained. by·. 
I · • 
. . 
I ' . 
I . , . 
; · 
.. 
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·allowing"two.d~gree~ of·freedom at each discotttinuity node and . applying 





· to· 1:his the criterilon' f'o~ · an .average normal force -,' f ~ ac1:ing.:.over length b, 
. n 





.. .. . 
.. 
£ =· 
. ~ ~.;· n b 
( 2 •. ,3) 
Slip will occur if 
y = I f~l s ._/f . o, n = 0 ,(2.4) 
. p 
ni is . the· force vector at · th~ discontinuity node 1 in the 
n-direction '(see Fig. 4) .' 
T 
. · ~ • .. · . 0 
is . the tensile strength of the medium at node i. 
. . . 
ft is tb.e' ·tangential force _per unit length. 
• ' . .. . . 
is the cohesive s·hear strength • 
. . \ . .. 
. • '_.;¥ · is tpe . coeffi·ciel).t of , fr~ction • 
... t ·.. . 
... 
. , . 
2.5 . 3 Finite Element Sot'u·tion for ·wave 
· Proyasa~ion in Layere~ Media · . ' . 
. ~ ... 
2.5~3.1 ·General· ·. 
\ 
The prihcip'ai advantage of the -f_init~ , el~ment. an~lysia . i~ - this 
inve_s:t~gation lies 'iri the a'rb~tra:dness ~ith·-~hich'· the'~lenient shape, s~ze; : 
.. 
. ' 
the USS· qf the -aSSOCiated computer 'code Which makes it a very .pQWerful 
• • . • •• • • • • • • • • .c • • 
~ei:h~d . ill analysing-. irregular · s})apes . of und~rground opening~ loca t ed ' in . . 
. . ' . ' \ . . . 
I 
layered · soU · depos'its; t aking int6 account t he · ·~oupl:tng b e tween · ad j acerit · · 
. . . \ 
. ' . I 
· OP.epings in analysing a cavity gl;'ou~. . . 
, · · 
. In . all · discrete approaches (Hnit·~ element ~ lumped mass," etc·. )'~ 
. • . ... • • 1 • 
), '· : I . , , . ' · ·· . : .. 
the gbv:erning par tial differ ential. equations: of ·mo.tion of the ,continuum 
. . . . . . . . . . , 
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· are reduced to a . finite set of , ordi_n~_ry· differential ~quat_ions· with respect 
' . 
to tim'e which describe the mot:i9n ~f a. finit~ n~mber of. points (or lumped 
. I 
.·:-· · _, 
·masses) spaced over. the free field. -As the f~~ite element method is well 
·.eE;Jtab1ished (~ienkiewicz (63) an9 Desai (19)) , connnents will be restricted 
~· ... 
to some particular featu~es· r -e l ated "i:o dynci.mic analysis . . 
When Jsing the finite e~ement method in modei~~ng, Ref. 34 recom-
•mended a maxiin~ element length. equ~~ . to ' one~eighth of th.~ wave ~ength of . ·· 
, . 
the slowest body 'wave propagating in elastic material for 'the analysis of 
two- or . three-dimens~onal laye~ed media. The .equ~tions of moi:io~ clefining 
.. :,: . 
the dynamic' behaviour of' the finite element mc)del are given by: 
(2.5) 
:· 
~~ w~i-ch_ ( M\ [ c}, . a;d [ K] 
··anci {u],' {u}1. {_u}., ·_and {P} 
II : 
are the mass, daniping, and stiffness matr.ices · 
are .the acceleration, V'eloc~ty, displ-.acenient, . 
. I}· . 
and exciting· force vectors reapecti~ely. 
. 
The stif.fness matrices for 'var-ious types' of elements and " their 
.. a~_sembly can b~ i:'aund ~n·. a numbe~ of . . r;efe~ences.· · Lumped and· cqnsistent. 
·mass matr:ices have also been studied 'thoroughly. The damping matrix can 
\ 
} . 
·:'b-e a simple diagonal m·atrix as used by Ref. 33 ... On the other. hand_, it can 
be symroetric if . expressed in te~s of the consistent mass · and sttffness 
• • I .::;~ ' • 
matrices. If· a . lumped mass matrix is to be·. us~, the damping matrix will 
be a diagonal' one as used by Ref. 8 and·· can be expressed :Ln the fprm: 
{c1 c1Gz1}+ c2[K] . . _. . . 1 (2.6) · . $> a E, _ 
. . where cl ~nd Q2 .are ' co·nstants -to be chosen to provirl:e the 'desir.ed effec't, . 
This makes · the . comjmtatiori much s1mpler ~d · the· next question ia · to. relate 
. . . . . ) , . . ... . 
the. constants , ? 1 ~nd _ ~i tp _ th_e ci:'iti~a1 · ·dampi~g·cc or the .ratio·. (~) of 
'• 
damping· C to. the critical dampi ng .C c. · This is done , as show . in_ App~nd~x B , . 
. . 5 • .. 
. ·' 
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\ . ,· and the constants ci and c2 are 
cl "' . _C;,.m Wm· . . 
· c
2 
= s · 1 w . · :_ 
m m 
where S·k-... ~~ the d~pi:ng . ~atio arid Wm _is .. t~e· angul·ar fre.quency (~) for 
.' · tlje·. m...:.th ·mode·. . In practi"ce ·, any desired . damping ratio may be select~J' .. . ·· 
• 0 . • . 4 
.;, . . . 
. .. merely' by usiilg one. of the constan~s·· cl or ~2 and,. setting the other equ_al 
.• 
. . 
·. · · t:o ze4o. :t : 




· ~.5.3.2 . Solution of the Eguatiods of~ 
. .. nmamlc Equilibritim 
Eqn. -2.5 can b.e solved by modal ·superpos.itibn or, as shown here, 
•. 
.. 
by direct integration (step-by-st~p). · .The initial conditions. for Eqn 2.5 
· involve t~e displacement ' and velocity at the time, t - := 0; there.fore, the· 
. . 
. . 
direc~· i~tegrat~on procedure require~ at least this amount of inforrnatio~. 
·at · the ,previous time, tn, to predic~ the s'tate of motion at the current. 
, t~l,lle, .tn+l' ·· .. -t.J.s~; th_e Vfilue of ~_9e accfi!leration at t·ime, tn' or the state 
'of motion at e~rlier ' time, . tn-i' is require_d ·to start. the i:ntegra1tion. 
. When the char'acter£stics of' Eqn.' 2 .• 5 ai"e . de{ined· in terms of ~e 
niitural frequf:n-i~ies and mode ~hapes. ,' th: frequency -.spectrum ranges fr~ . 
, 
. . . the lpwest. or fundBll!ental • frequency to an. infinite limi~ point ~n con tin-
. . .. ' 
· . . uous systems. . For , discretized systems, previously stated in sectio_n 
' ' .. 
2.5. 3.1, Nickell (4'0) indic.'ated tha~ as the .infinite limit point. no longer 
.. exists' a frequency that _corresponds to the mo~t . rapidi y varying mode. shape . 
'is' to be considered instead' o_f that a't the infin~te lill)it point~ This . 
" 
. ·• . 
• 0 
frequency is · called the "cut-off fr.eqQenc:r;" If the discret:i.zed ~ysfem .is 
excited by forcing · functions. co'ntain frequ'encies higher than the cut-off 
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(random· ' sp~tial response) ·is- ge~erated in the .cut-off modal··response . 
..... 
, . · 
22 
: ... 
.. 2.5.3.3 · . Layered Media ' 
r 
.. 
Recently. Ref. 4 _developed a me~hod ·using .a tniilsfe'r ·~atri~ approach 
~ ' . 
-. . ~ ~ - " . . . 
to the . e~astodynamics of .lay.ered me_dia. : The- method 'is !Ja,;>ed on the matrix 
. . . · . . 
£6rmula'tion' 'o£ the Lapla'ce transformed · one-dimensional wave. equation~· The· 
matrix formulation shows that ·, t.~e need f..or matching interface. conditiqns' 
.'explicitly.is avoided . ~_y: .iinp.osing, the ~ont:in·uity . of the sta t e vector across 
. . . . . . 
. . 
·each in!=.erhce . . This . is a~com.plished through !:he ·co'ntinued m'ul tiplication '· 
• • • ' • • ' ~I ' 
'~f trans.fer matri~es of 'tne various layers as interfaces are traver's e'd. 
.. 
-~Therefore, the size of the matrix doe~ not, ·'ex<:eed .two by two, and· is inae- . 
pendent q£ the number of 1-!iyers contained in the.~ medium. In !!ontrast, the· 
; . 
classical 'formulation Df the pro~lem necessitates the simultaneous solution 
of 2n linear algebraic -equations in 2n unknowns. 
• ' . ' . 't 
(n ~s the number of 
layers.) 
\ I 
2.6 Soil-Structure Interaction 
The subjec~ has been studied ~n considerable detail, ·by /U.lgood (3)' 
. Ref. 2, Clo.ugh ·(io), Whitman . (59)~ and Ruse and Dawkins (51);. · The l~st 
. . . . . 
. . . ,· • \ ' . . . . . . 
reference presented a three-dimensional f i riite el~ment analysis of soil-
~ . . . 
· structure .. intera.ction. The' 3-D analysis. was also reconunended 
(25) in cirder t~ obtain a gener~l ~olutio~'f~t the so~l-structure int K,. • . 
· a~_doti"'}r'oblem • . ·Re~ •· 8 pt;e~~·nt~d a b-rief s~ar;y. for the 
,struct·ure ,i .ilteract;ion a'nd the problem wa~ solved using linear strain ·. 
' . -. . - ~ . 
rectangular (~SR> ~n? consta.nt st-rain. triang·~.~-lar (CST) element s without 
. · '\, ' 
. . ' 
consid-ering the rock a,nd the · atr~ct:ural response s~parately. · .Ref.· 3 ·. 
; . . : 
sumin.atized the available' knowledge on soi1-struct~re 4tt~raction outlini-~g \ 
0 ,. M 0 
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:T.he ' appli~ation. o( the FEM .. to earth..;.structure interaction was. 
. 
. 'presen.ted by ~e{.--rf\ with numerous examples of simple retaining stru.ctures, 
i 
temporary earth · support ,systems, par.tially bur;i.ed continuous wall and base. 
-slab ··structure~, ·.underground . support systems (cavities supported by rock 
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3·. 1 Why Under;gro-~.md? 
The following adyantages · of 'underground. siting iNe~e~ .sUpunarized from / 
._Reddy and K-ierans · (49). • f ; 
. •'"· 
1. Pro~ection ~gainst ·na~ural a_'lld man-caused d_amage to s ·trud:ures. 
z: tm~~ovement; in .plant co-nfigura~ion by .the ability to desigri :. three..:. 
. . . . ' 
- dimensi.on~lly as opposed to surface structure two..:.dimensiona1;ity . . 
. · 
3 • . - Redu·c~ion of the seismic moti~n whe.n compared with that at; the l:iase 
of · a surface structure.· 
4. Separation of component f acilities such as containment structure 
• •• il ' l , 
. 
,a nd turbine pl~t str~cture. 
5. Avoi~in~- th i k o~ an ~n~etec~ed 
cu~rent p ory techniq~es for 
. . • 
. ~~ . . 
site. - c 
• 1 , •• 
hidden f a'ul t . when using the' . 
the loc~tiop. or an -u~derground 
.. 
6. Thr~e-~imen~ional support capability p~ovided · by the surrounding 
. . med~um to ·functional str.ti.ct~res .sue~ - as a turbi'Oe-g~nerator system 
• I .;,. 
e t c: 
7. Reduc~io-n of: PO!T~r- transmission 
• r •• • : ' 0 •. ' ., . . . 
l o cation close. ~6 :loa d . c"entres. 
. . 
costs a-qd constructi<?n peri'ods by 
8. _, _savi ngs in l:{ulldings ,. sub st:ruc tures and found a t iona. 
· 9. t,Jse of ·excav a ted rock as· .cqnsti:uction matedal. 
' I 
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3. 2 . Siting Crit~ria·· and Structural Selection 
. _The broad siti!lg· guidelines have been reported' by Ref. 58 . 
.. , 
. 3. 3 Geoi:~chnical D~ta Requirements 
·--
Geotechnical inves.tigations including field and laboratqry 1test.s 
Clnd· field surveying are well documented ·in texts on ·Ro.ck Mechat'\iC.S 
pre~iousiy listed in Chapte~. two (·sectioO: 2. 2). Ref. 54 reviewed· the 
· geot_e~hni~a'l co~siderations in. analysing- underground openings in rock. 
.· . . ., . . .. 
KieJ:a~~. ~~ddy , .' and ~eale (30) . present=ei:i t.he required geot~chnical data 
·.~~., . ~ . 
for the' d'esign of 'nuclear ·power Rlant fac:ilfties. 
'From .the· above lit-erature it can b.e ·s~ated .that~ th.e mciin steps that 
have to )e ~qllowed in an undergroUnd investigatio~ are: detailed g.eolo:... 
g~c~l map:l~g.,. air photo-interpietation for ma.jor . s-truct~~al fe'atures~. , · 
. ' ·• I • • 
·surface test ·-pitti~g . for surface ~eology, bore hole core dri_?.ling in 
sufficient detail to delin~<!-t~ _ariy faults whic~ may in,ters~ct proposed . 
.· 
cavities, l.og'g:ing 'of all cores,. compressio\l·' test of rock sample.s, hydraulic· 
: ;. 
pr~'ssure' t_esting. £Z:,r water permeability, plate-jack . testing t ·a determitte 
/ · 
.in..;.situ ·rock c!laracte~is~ics ,· .and historic d,a~. on seismic loading exper-
i~O:c~ for· t~e general ar_ea ~ I • 
\. 
3. 4 · . Seismic Loading 
,• 
Ref. 58 indicated that although the ground. ll\otions (acc:elerations; 
velo.cities, and displacements) oc~:urfing at ~ome d~pth helow the surface.: . 
\ • • I • .. , 
p.re less than . . th.ose at the sux;f~ce' ~ue·. to the attenuat.ion of surface . wave 
' ' 
amplitudes at.ray from .the surface; since the wave l~ngtbs as.so~iated with 
earthqu~ke frequencies are· muc~ higher than the· probable depths of burial 
. . . 
. for. underground f~C:ilities,. ~ignificant att;enuation may ·n~t be observed·, 
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underground structure. is not aUetted ·by the amplification of body (P and 
·. . ' . ,. . - . . 
S) :and s~n:face (L) wa~es· 'anc;l that the ~agnit-ude of the; se.ismic lo·ading can 
' ' • • D • 
. . / . . .. ,· I 
be .. s!>~cified by . response. sp~ctra :or by actu~l '~ccelograms. However, for 
low intensity stress waves ··tr_avelling t}?.r~ugli .the soil medium, ther-e . is no 
shear in the. medium ·and the seismic velocit'y is th_at due to compressional 
' ... c. • • • ' • •' - ' • ' 
waves· only~ . The seismic· velod . .ty . in this ~::ase can be approximated by: 
. . . . .. ' . ' . .· - '{' . 
2 ' . . . . '\ 
-Ci = E( ~- .' where Ci is _the seismic velocity, E is tge modul,us. of e1asticity 
of '' the' niedium and ' .§ i!J the med-ium densit)i. In deSigni~g. for this ty.pe of 
:'loading, th: s~iffnes~ of the. UI]-Q~rground st~uctures (tunnel liners~ large .· 
'diam~ter ·a·e~e~ pipe~; insthllaii#;, of_ hyd~oe~ectri~ and .nuClear power 
• • ' .. ' • • • • • '. .I • ' ~ • • • • • • 
pl:lln.ts) is a very .import,ant_ ·factor in _the in~uced mome~t~ · and ' shears·._, It , 
. . 
is, theref~re' , h_ighly . de_sirable· to. design ·wi~h. the larg-est 'possibie flexi-
. . 
bil,i_~y ~ompatibl~ with the l~ad to be -c·airied, Furthermore, the joints 
• • .t • ·• • ' 
. \ "'" ' 
. ~ .. al.ong;the axis of the tunnel should be designed to transmit · :~he shear· 
... . 
forces fnduced in them by the gro.und motion: · Flexibility wil'l permit the 
structures to follow ' the. displacements of ·the medium anc;l hence reduce th~ 
seismic Iorces to a minimum. 
. .
. ~ 
3~ 5 Configuration and Embedmen·t ·., 
The layquts and the_ configuratiqn's of typical und·erground nuclear 
... 
power plants., hydro-.eiec tric power' comple~es and tunnels in mining :and .· 
J • 
transportation, ate well documented in the literatur~. · · The_. 'experience in 
... . . . ·:. ' 
· those fields' recommends the deep .locations .. of the·' facilities 'in order to 
~ . ., .. ~ . . . . . . 
prov~de additional protection from harmful ~a~iation·in th~ ev ent of ·a 
seismic incident or ·a · major internal ,_a.c~ident. I : 
,., :. 
., 
.· . .. 
• • 
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3.6 Factors Af r"ecting · the Si:ze of Underground· 
Openings 
. ,. 
.. ... . . . 
Ref. 58 indicates· .that:. while limitations on the . cavity size are 
· priinai"il:Y ba·sed -~i~~P~~~~nce rather than ~on theoretical'- fot.fudations, a'? 
fir~ approximation can~e made on the basts of elasticity theorYo if th~ 
excavation is Tor a flat roof cavity in massive sedimentary. rock. However, 
'·-: . . ' . . 
. . 0 
the size and spac:l.ng of the : cavities ~h.ould -~llciw ~o!)ilentional eq~ipment . 
. to be used. To . ~void the--doubling effect of d~splac.ement · ampl_itudes on · the 
str,ture · ·whi~·h ~CCUr·S upon reflection of -.~~d: Waves , at. th7 eaft~. IS surfac~·, · 
Gla~,s (23)' indicateso that the cavity " shcwld'::~e~loca~ed dee~er than a~ut . · 
· on~-quarter , wave· length from tge surfase. 
' 3.7 Structural Types 
The classification of P.,rimary under·~ cont'ainments Wid descrip- . 
'ticins gi ven• by Ref. 30 are ti'sed in this secfion. 0 "'The . main typ~s · are 
o. 'included in ~ig. 6. 
\ ... .. 
i) Cut-and-Cover .Structures.. This type· of structure is .suitable 
for · shallow locations in unloos'e •eo:i..ls to minimize tl!e cost of ).'retaining 
s't~~ctures in the.'co~struction p_roces..~ and is only convenient i n -low 
~ntensity population areas. As the structure support:s the fill this type 
is not economical in rock where ·the cavity is. almost self-supporting and 
.. . 
0 . 
requires only slight -additional reinforcement (rock .bolting or elastic 
liner). However, a proper s'election of the ··typ'e_ -of filling mat'erial, with 
~ • • • ,.: • • •• • • • • • • • • • , • t> • • • • ' • • 
~~spect to the .original prope~~ies of the med~um can. reduce th~ straining 
~ •·. r:;:.: .c • . ··o· . 
' actions in the struct:ure and 'protect '·it fr.om the h!lgh pressures asso<;iated 
. .. . ' 
with nuclear blas'ts 9'r · earthquake excitations~·:. This is explained .in•'~or.e 
' o • o I o ' 
.. . " . ..,. . ' 
detail in 'the last two chapters in, se~tion~ - 4,:4· , ~.'4:2';'4._4 . ~, and .'5.4_. 
ii) Unlined Cavitt• Whe~. reinf'p.tc~~ b; prol'~.~~y designed ro~k .. ·:' .... '. 
.1? D _. o;: ' • • 
. ·'• . 
. ' 
• ,) o .. o 
.' \ 
0 • • •' ; • 
• 
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2~ · . 
. . 
bolting patterns, ;;m un·li~:u:~d Ga'vit~y ~ev~ops ·the required a~equat·e struc-
.. 
' ·· 
· ~~ral_. in-tegrity. f~r Io~:-inte~si~Y._ seismf,c- · ex.dtatio~ • . A pr~cedure for 
su~er~cisitio~ of the po~t-tension:ed b.o-ited -r~ck .stre~·s fi~ld on the ind]Jced 
.., . · . ; . : I : . . . . · , • . • 
stress fiel~1 to obtain the final state of stress has to be carried out.-
o 
iii) . Lined. Cavity.- A . lined cayity . is _require-d ~or 'high it}t"Msi_ty 
. -} ' . --~ 
se:i:sm:i.c ,areas· and ·for !=!oping with hydro_'logical . c·onditions. Linings,_ in_ 
·. 
cert,airi conditions, may redu~e stresses to the orde-r . ~f 30% (Ref:- 6l) . . In · . r · 
I " 
·.· .. 
the. finite' element aq~ysis4 prese1;1.ted .. herein_, tfie ..liner will . be ·repr~sented. 
. ' 
·by 'thin _ sh~n·avd. pl3:te' ~l~~ents -~o· · simulate_ the c~rved and straight pa_i:t;S 
" ' 
of ·the ·cavitY. configuration. 'l;heAh=!-ckness of 'the liner ' is 'assumed to b'e 
s$hll to ;ermit the expiession'of. all st~ese ' eompo~~nts in terms' of a 
• • • ' ' I> • ' ' • " • • 
functi:On ·which..;I~scribes: .the .~eqec.tion -~f th~ middl~ surface (Flti~ge (21)) ·. 
iv) . (1_n~d- C~v.it~ wl~b Annular Filling. This type of construction 
., 
'l . • 
prqt_ects ·the. structure. a·gainst possible la.rge _ground moticins. (Ref. 1-? and 
... - ~ 
· Dawkins (.18) );. Sections .'4;4, 4.4.2,.and 5;4 in' this ·tne~is include studfes 
0~ this tlpe' and the_ obtained results. 
' G 
v)'._ -l1ti1 tipl~ c:svities. I The multipl,e. cavi~i.es_presented in Fig • . 6 
.. · 
sh.o1;1ld. ~e .,investigated ~ith' respect to. final _d,mfig~ration 'and ·t.he relative 




The . investigations will lead to the ~gtim~ ·layou_t . ~n: which a· ·· 
minimization of tension ··stress zo~es ·-could ·be· achieved •• This is. done.· 
',J r - • • ·,. • 0 0 • • ' ' ~ 0 





•, , • I 0 • 
-o the exact ·~yn~~c analysis •. 
' q 
Ref: 30, may be carried out 
However, prel~i~uiry design,_ a~;~ st"at,ed · in 
·- ··.- -
by . ;Lgnoring the stru~turB! ~~fe~t·s of the 
I •; ' 
separ:ating me~ia in. th.~ analy~is'. 
... ·. 
. . -
TQ~· fi~al design wi~l_require more 
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3. 8 ' Different Methods for Reinforcing 
the Cavity 
· , . · . The 'cav'i_ty .. may be reinforced either by rock bolting or lining ; 
modifi'ed computer prog.ramme presented in AppE7ndix A can analyse .any t _ype ' 
• 
Qf cavity reinforcement. 
--{) . Rock Bolting. ' Rock bolti~g represents tRe cheapest method of 
. ~ 
reinforCing un!lergrourid cavities. · It is convenient in ~reas of low 
. · :i.btensity ·seismic ~xci.tation. The types o'f rock bolts , :design and thei r 
~t~isat~on and ,i:~tallation .alpng with .the requi~e~ field tes~s hav~· been 
· pr~Jent~d. by Ree~ 41 and 28.~ Goodman and E;wold~en .(24~ ·and .coates a~~, 
Sage · (ll). Rock anchors can .~lso be used.to i) incre~se the vertical load 
' 
(• . 
C<!pacity of a pillar by ~omv.ressing it horizontally, i;l) st!lbilizing sl~p~·s 
. . 
. including ~~OS~ o.i~cks and iii) :i.ri p-reventing slips. at join.ts .or faults. • 
.Rock:bolts are installrd in the inner surface of an exc~vation ca'cyed in 
' \ 
an initially· stressed aody (Jerry ' (29)). At the time .of installation the 
I • ' • 
'· 
stresses around the exc'a'{ation ; approach the final ' values for an u~lined·· 
·tunnel. However, Ref.: 2·4·· st;~~eq. that •"d~pepdfng on · t~e s~ve+ity of the · 
. . ·. ,, . . 
0 . 
,. r 
initial stress field and ' the manner of excavation, the pre~bolting stress 
. . . ' . . I' '•' . . 
state may .approacfl the. appl:tcabl~.· elastic solution" and conclude· .that only 
. .. - . . . . . (.. . . . 
. avl!rage· rock bolt pressure· and ·not the length and spacing of bolts seems 
. . ~ '•• . ' 
to affect the efficiency of the reinforcement. They · also ·fol;lllulated· a 
·computer ·progr~e to determine the ·glo_bal;_stress~s arid plot the· _influence 
I , . , " 
. 
' • • • • ••• : • • • • • u • • • • 
: regions ,fn?~ whi~h t~e costs' . of•,. e~c~ tr:l.a~ .des:f.gn can be calc~la~ed ~ · The , . 
solution i ·s three-dimensional, and_ arbitrar y . j~int orien:iationf;! ca~ be 
. I 
considered, __ An' ~mportant p~r't o~ t~e desf~gn ·. and in~~·i"'t( of ,a. 'rock 
anchor is the c~cul,ation .of. the ·e}Ctension expected on .tensi(:ming, a u loss 
' - . ' . . .: 
, of 10% of the orig:l,nal rock -ancror load ~as. repoJ:.ted ~y Ref~ 11. Benson, . 
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.. .. 30 
Conlon, and · Merritt (7) concluded tha~ · the req~ired length of arch. rock 
. . 
bolts is not affected by the span of the arch (see Fig • .7). 
"!.~ • 
The princip.al · advantages of rock bolting outlined in R~f. 30 are: 
"(a) increase ' of interlayer shear strength in laminated or jo:i.n~ed l;'ock, 
(b) radial co~nement· around t~e galiery, and (c) ' passive ~ction_ ~h 
_preventing large deformations from d~stroying ·the -keying .actio~· of ' joint 
f , ' ' I 
. . . ' ' ": . . ' .... ' . . . 
blocks. II Ref. 30 suggests. the consideration of .the following points' in 
the· installation of r'o'ck bolts: 
'· 
Tqe 'spacings should be such · that relati~nship betwee~ the ~truc­
tural .stability of the cavity's rock bo~ted·roof and 'w~ll~ and · 
. .''t'b~ poss~bility of inter-bolt rock: separa~ion i·s opt:imized as to 
cost_. Rock bolts shoul9 be anchored }'lithin' the zones of induced 
compressive stress surrounding the cavity·. The- sequences o~ 
bolting should be cons'istent with the excavation pattern --
typical -rock bolt lengths in the crown ranged fro~ 0.2 t'c) 0.4 
span and on the sige wa~ls,O.l toO.? height, :and bolts are to 
be · ten.sioned· .t~ - two-thirds of their yield strength. _ . 
' ' 
ii) Reinforcing Line'r •. The liner . could be steel and/or .reit?.forced 
· ·~on<;rete; or t>restressed concrete. The computer programme of Re~:. ·a was 
~ :1 • ' 
mod.ified to include a new plate ·.eleu{~nt" that ·simulates together ~ith the 
shell element -of ·Ref. & an elastic liner w:l,th bending stiffness -for any .· · · 
irregular sha p'ed ca'!'itY. Ref. 18. described different type_s of liners ) : 
. together ~ith a discrete model of the· liner-packing system for determin~tion 
' . 
of the liner response. ,JThe total displacement. was considered to -consist 
of two parts·: on~ _corresponding' to the rigfd body tra:nslatio~ in whi ch the 
~ . . 
cavity retains. its original shape and the second part ·corresponding tp 
# ' l o , • 
disto~tion of . the origi~al b~undary~ . It; ·wa:s obsenred· that the .:~igid body . 
mo~ioris ar~ much la:J;'ge~ tha~ ti~ose· correspond~ng to · distortion~ . A siniple· 
' . 
~ingle-~egree-of-freedom system.wa~ suggested to . study ~he rigid _body 
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3.9 Design Analysis of an Unde~ground 
Cavity · 
Ref. 39 descr:i.b.es the d·~sign pro·c_edure of a aavity located in rock 
_qr r~ck-like material with a-Rock Quality Designation (RQD) 751.. The " 
following .. sections. review the' preliminar'y and final des~gn . procedures • 
0 
3.9.1 Preliminary Design 
:r 
i) . Based o·n· the· theory' of elastici'ty anq/or. field tests, determine 
.the in..:.s_itu. 'stress st'ate W'ith no cavity in' the medium. 
I 
ii) From the project ·r .equirements and the0 geo~echnical data, 
. decide . the con~igur~~~on and einbedllllfnt of ' the. cavity': l 
• • • •II I ' P 
iii) With the finite element model shown in Fig. 8, ·considering' 
._ • the in-situ stz:~sses and . introducing'; the re'quired cavity, determine the . 
induced:..·s ·tres.s state. .several trials based on changing the 'Shape and tlie 
relat:lve location of the caviti~s (if. more ~han one) may- b~ carried out to 
. I . 
determiye_ the f Ptimum solut~on _ wbere a minimization-of the tension zones 
around the cavi~y· is ac4ieved; . 
i:v)· Based on the ~eotech~ical data and the· stress state (obtained 
. '• , 
above), establisl:_l - the· structural type. In the case o f a cavity . ~ein,forced 
with rock bolts, determine the rock boltit;1g pattern as indicated in· secti~·n 
' · 3. 8. 
\ 
. ' 
v) For multiple cavities • lg~ate ~he separat ing media and consider ~ 
an en~~loping ·o~enin~ •. ) . . 
. 3.9.2 Final Design \._q 
. :i' . . 1/1. 
'· . 
· i) Having· ·obtained the initial stress state _in -(-he medium· ... af ter 
. ' 
exc,avat~ng the c~vity.' a fit;tite -~lemen~ . time-history <Jilcilysis should be. 
' . 
















f .Appen~ix A. 
o, 
... 
' -· ii) , Superpose the dy~amic stresses obtained, ft:om the d.me-histot:y 
.~ 1 . ., ' 
analysis . on the static stresses "also obt~ined from.a finite ' element analys~s 
, :. 
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ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
' ' 
.. 




\· . . \ . 
\ -
• •• 4 · 
. ·····' 
' . 
ehth · probl'em -including thi · . 
• • • . . . \I 
General: 
. . · .This chapter presents the soluti.on of 
formulation of a. ~ompute:t;' progranmie to· giv~ the t;:ime history .of ·d.:i.~p~ac '-:-
menta . and str.esses · in ·the cavity r.einforcement and· the surrour~d:ing niedi 
The c_ayity co1,1ld- l;le of any shape and the teinforc~ent ·could be rock .· ·. · 
: . .. 
boltiri~ or· ~my elastic liner. Ortiy one' active . 're:itifoJ;cement· is· ·consi.dered · '· 
. .. . .. . \ \ . . . ' . . . 
at .a ·. time and ~h~n both .rock b.olting · ~~d - elast'ic -li~er . are used,- 'th~· latter. . 
\ ; .. . ' . . . : . . . 
.. · 
is· 'ignore~ as a rein~~rcing ·support. a~d ayumed to . 6n.ly pr~_tec;:~. the cavit;y 
. ' 
from radiation and moisture. . Th~ s~lution allo~s for layered . media . and 
' .: . . ~ . . . . 
. . .. ·- . . . ~ . .. . : . . . 
:the pi::'~se~ce of .a. soft; energy .'ab.sor~iri~ packing_ material pl~ced i n the 
· ~an~ulus betw~en '.'the face· ~f . ~he .cavity · ~ud the at·J:u.ct\.\ral. liner·; ·.The 
. ' . . . . . . 
space. prob.J.ems . . 
. . . 
4.·2 Solution.for an Unlined and Lined Cavity 
.of AnY .Shape .... 
F,or low~·inte:nsity seismic ·areas· and high ·.strength ro·c~ ~ithout· · · 
. . . . , . ,• ' .. .. 
discontinuities, ·rock bolting \iithout· i ining repre~erita' . a · saf'e and· econom-
ical re~nforcement. Later -in section .4·.3:1 a ·numerical -example. f or rei~-- -
• • • • • .. • • • J • • • • • • 
forcing the cavity by rock. bolts is pr_e~.ented. · For p~qr · rocks ' (lolot .· ... : : 
·a~rength. and ~·i·s~ontinui ties)' ' aQ.d soil depos~ts, ·rock bolting c.annot_ . 
)3 
... .. 
' . . . 
\ . 
. . . 
. . 
.. : 
' t" • 
· .
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provide the required .str~ctural in~egrity ' whic;h mak'es the use of elastic · 
. ~or rigid) liner essential. 
o, 
~-though the ' bending stlffne!'JS of the elast.ic lin~r of the cavity 
was ' consid~red in the. solution · in ~ef. ~· the programme was su.itable only 
for circular openings. Also, the solution was adequate 'only for blast-
17xcited ground moti~n, since a true picture of the .r~·~ponse could be 
obtained only for the first few milliseconds. ~he time.:.,hist~t;:y· of dis-
/ 
P.lB;cemen~~ and stresses. is correct only until the' exciting stresf:1 wave _is. 
reflected at the r~gid bou~dary. This is why ·attention was focussed on 
· these. t~o problems and a new pl~t~ elem~nt .. .. _included -in modifying .. the 
. . 
c_omputer programme of Ref. 8 .to siinulfite together with the shell element 
' · . 
formulated by .Ref. 
~-
. . ... ~ ela~tic- liners of any shape. Als.o ,, a new· finit.e _model 
'. is constru~ted for 
has. a displaced,, elasti'c, ·energy absorbing boundary and is preseqted in 
' I 
detail ·later in section 4. 6 
.. 4. 2.1 Plate System Stiffness Matrix - 0 
. . ' . ' , . ' 0 
. ' . · .. o To complete the cavity re·in£orcement 1stiffness . formulation, the 
plate ·element 'must be integrated· into the general syst~m - of the ~t~ucture . 
Thi~ involves the introduction' of · the .plate element ·stiffness · matrix . (6x6) 
' . . . ' . . . 
. in.to· the overall st~uc_tu~al sy~t~ to be comp,.atible -~th ·' the . shell elements . 
. 0 . 
• 
o{ Ref. ·s. · Both 'plate .' and· shel.1 elem~nts are taken as two-~imensional 
·(plane) elements. for tl;le plane strain (o~ ~tre"ss) ."analyJ?:i.s of the whole 
. ' .. -: . . . 
... , . •.'"' 
system. The .elem~nts, . therefore, can l:>e, teniled . frame. and ciroular elements. 
. . . tJ 
The. pla~e element s 'tiffness m~t.ri~ . : [K] .prese~ted by Przemieniecki . 
' 
' (46) ;is . \!-Sed . ' . . 0 Based· on the orientation of· the element, with respect .to · the 
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. · . . 
·Hence, the ·plat·e element stiffness mat:rix in the global coord'inates (i<]. · 
' ' 
can· be obtained from th-:e ·relations.hip' 
,• 
, · (4.2) 
This ·i ·s -c~niputed for each element in subroutine FRAMES developed by the 
., 
· author •. ~semblY. of the 'individuai .element stiffness Jllai:r;l.ces to t".o·rm. 'the 
totalc stiffness· matrix of· ' the plate system including the ·rotational degrees. 
. . . . . .• . . . . '\--: 
. ·of · fretdom' at;: each node[s's] is performed in the first ·part of· subroutine 
. ' . . , ' 
I 
.FRAME , also d'eveloped by the author. ''in modifying the programme of Ref. 8 • . 
9 Since the ele~ents -r-epr~sent,i"ng the rock ~edia are allowe~ .only two ·deg~ees: 
of · freedom at -each. node, to assemble the system (the structure and the 
s~rrounding medium) into. an integrated interactive one, the stiffness matrix· 
of · the. ~tr~ct~re [ss]. ·must b~ condensed.· t~ ·a.imul'ate- the tw~~~=!-mensionru,.-, 
lin~ar.load~ng at each node; · 
4.2.2 'Reduction of the. Piate Element 
· Stiffness Matrix 
The plate ~ystem ~tiffness ~atr-ix [ss] f.o~u~at~d ·as , ~ result of 
' 
assembling each of the plate lil;ement matrices is of tpe ··order NSE3 by NSE3 
(where NSE3' .= 3* -nuinber of nodal points of the syst~) , i,' e. two orthogonat 
. . . . . . 
linear dispiaceiJlents and · one rotation at ·each node. I~ the case. studied 
h·ere, the fo~·ces are ·applied at these nodes as' a result of the displace-
. . 
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•. I • ' 
·system coordinate~ 1n the directions in which loading occurs. Thus , the 
. plate sdffness - ~at;rfx must 'be modified to~~v~ :all '·rotational terms to' 
. . ' . . . 
f • ..-· 
the la's.t• rows 1:!-nd colum.ns ·, . resulting in, ' the following. for.ce-di.splacem~rit 
• • l f( 
relationsjlip-: · 
(4. 3) . .. {. !~h<J}. 
', . .{ .Yo . ·. 
I The ~tri_x.{P JR: r':~~sents ~·he applied forces on .the shell .from 
r . • . 
r'ack media a~d is · a ve~tor of the order· ~SE2 · ~NSE2 ,;; twice. the .number the 
'· . . , . 
. of ·n~dal points in the sy~tem). '\ . . -~ . . . 'fhe plate .stiffness . matrix is. ·partitioned 
. . , . 
acco.rdingly, and the di~placement vectOJ;' { U }R'· represents the horizb,~tal ' 
an~ 'v~r~icai· displacein€m:s at ·~ach 'node. ·· The. sub~at~ix . . { U }
0 
:conta~n·a ~he 
unk~o-~· .. ~otations· ,tha.~ occ~:r at· ·~acl} ,~ocie; · Th~ · submatr~x '. {P}q is. a .null 
·matrix' since there are no momentS' 'imposed.' .at the nodes by the'. rock media. 
• • l • •• • • 
. ' . ' . . . . . '
Th~· ~eq~ired reduc~d sti.f~~~ss ~~at~ix is.\ defi~ed ·~s .{s)R in the . equatio~ -
. ' ' . 
(4. 4) , 
Pro.ceeding in the same' way .as Ref. 8 in · deriving the· reduced sHell · · 
element ·Stiffness matrix, the r·~qu:f:red . reduced plat'i element st.iffness 
matrix 'is eva}u~ted from· the following expression: ' 
• • .• • • ' • • t J • ~ •• • 
'Formulation of the [ s) R .matrix follo~ing Eqn. ·4, 5 and ita assembl! . into . 
i 
th~ to~al system• stiffness ,mat:rix . (~ncludi:Og . the rock media) are acqom-: 
· plished in s.ubroutine FRAME. 
, .. 
4.·2. 3 
. . ~ . 
Computation of. Displ acements ~nd 
. Stresses / ;, · :-... 
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. . .. 
ment) stii"fness· matHx allowing two degre_es. of fFeedom at each . nqde, both 
hori~ontal i)nd verti-cal cii~~lacenient~ at' "each node are ca'lcul~t'ed for each 
I : o 0 ' • " 
time step of integration using the Newmar~ Beta Method. This is accom--
plished mainly ~n: subroutin~ RECURS (2) ~nd the ~IN programme. Stresses 
. . 
in ·the medium are then calculated in .sub~outines RECT·S and T~I,ST as will 
· be described · lat;er in sectio~ ·4·, 2. 5. Stresses. 'in .the s.hell ~d pla-te 
. eiements. of the ~l~s.tic . . linel: ar'e .. evaluat'ed i~ the t'orm ~;f str~~~ing 
. . ' . , 
actions . (normal, she.aring "fqrc~s and pen_~iri~ moments) · at ·each· node. This .. 
. . 
.is accomplished'in sub~outin:e· S~E_I:LS . which has been extended, by .the author . ·: 
to provide 'the solution for the new plate element·. as follows l 
. . . . . . · . ' . ... ' 
·After fo~~lating · .. ~h:e r~duced pl~t~ sys~em.· stiffness m·~tri~ 'fr.om' 
-Eqn.-' 4. S and as.sem'\i~ng it . int·~ th~- overal~ stiffness matrfx a.s . gf~~~ in .. · 
. . 
the previous ~ectiqn, Eqn," 4. 4 is ·solved· fo'F .the horizontal a_t;~d' .vertical 
displaceme~t.s ,.at each node, . i .~e. the: displaceme~t . ~ector lu}R is obta~tie~. ·· 
' . . .. ~ ' . . . . 
From ·Eqn. 4. 3 the unknown rot:att.ons a.t ·each node of the pi ate elements, 
. .{ ~}o . are ~valu.~ted in terms :-of ( ~}~ a::; :follows: 
. ' .. 
{. u}0 = :..[sJ;~ [s]21{u}.R 
.-
= - [rsrl [ l!)R , . .. '. (4. '6) 
l'he· multiplication of the first" two .matri.ces on the right ·:hand side of. · 
· ·Eqn .. ' 4.6 [tsrJ fs coinpu~_ed !inP the values stored ~ subrouti~e FRAME called 
from SHELLS . . After calculating all tl~e displa,cements· (hori:zo'ntal, vertical 
a;nd ~otatio~). , { ~}, subroutine FRAMES. is the~ called f~qui S~LLS to con-
struct , the ind.ividual. plate etement "stiffness matrix with all rotational 
terms moved to th.e last two r~ws . and columns [ K]. Hence, for. each ,element,. : 
• ' . • " ' • I • 
·t~~· str~ining: .actions {_P} a~~ calculate~ ~ccord~~g ~-o· th~ ~elationship: 
-· 
(4. 7) .·.· ' 
. ,· 
. .. · . 
.- .. . 
. · 
. . · 
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ln {P} tlie . first,_s~~~n~ and the fifth ' elements are the.normal, sheari~g '{ 
force and bending moments_respectiv~ly at · the first node of the element 
. wh:Ue··t ·he other elem.ents ~epresent those at th~ second. I)-Ode. 
. . ~ 
4.2.4 Application ... . ~-
The formulation of the . general system 'stiffness matrix Srock media 
plus cavity reinforcement) is essential t;o. a consistent fonm,alation of-;phe·, · 
,• "" .. . . . 
• (j •• 
proposed sol.ution. 
' . 
The importance o~ · such a solutibn is noticed when 
cavit:t reinforcement .is 'required in ~l.gh-intensity "seismic ar-eas. · In such 
. . . 
a 'ca~e ro~k; bolting i 's nQt ~dequate and an elaS·t.fc liner ·is essen~ial tO·. 
provide the~'required reinfot;cement for the excited cavity. 
.. .. . 
. A rigid' liner can caus·e damage. in. the surrounding in.edia depending _ 
/ 
· · on' ' the re:!:-ative. moti.on of the ro·ck media· and the. rigid. body motion of 'the. 
. • 
.liner. ·Ref. 59 pointed out that i~ the •case of embedment in soil, if.the 
( . 
structure dlloves more . than tbe ~edium·, then the medium -~xe;rts · a r ·estrain:lng 
, eff~ect uPon the structure, · but · .if the structqre moves less than the· =mediUm, · · 




· - . ·the mediiun exerts a driv:f:ng e~.fect on. the structure. 
.. '•, : 
4. 2, 5 · Description of: the CQmputer ·Programril.e 
·• 
.. _. Append!~ A presents .. the flow charts. After the. input Of data and 
. - . ' 
several checks for cdmpletenesa· ·and consistency, th~ MAIN programme calls· 
sub~outine ASSEMB ~or assembly of the ~tiffness .matrix fo~various types 
of e~e~ents BAR (for r~ck bolting)-, ·TRIAN, ; RECT. (~o·~ rock media)'· SHE1.L 
' . . . . ' . . 
'· 
and FRAME .. (fo~ cavity li~er); Subro.utines . SHELL ·and FRAME assemble th~ 
. " 
· : . .. 
total liner stiffness matrix. Each.of th~ arch co~~onents are. calcu!ate~ 
in. ARC and the· straight components in FRAMES.. LOAD is then called and the. 
: . . . . . . . . . . . ·. . . 
. . . . " ' ~ 
equations are solved by matrix rec~rsion. · Displacements are calculated in ! 
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39 :·. 
' ' (shell· and '1plate · el~ents) ~nd· medium (rectangular and triangula~ eleme~ts) 
. r . . . 
are calculated ~or eaGh time st-ep o£ i~tegratio.n. Stresses. in the rock 
bolts · are also calculated in RECTS. 
4.3 The Effect o'f Cavity ' Reinforcement 
on the Response 
. Rock bolting and elas~ic steel. liner were investigated as cavity · 
reinfor~e~ent. "Each kind was used in reinforcing the same: cavity (84 in.) , 
'· 
. outlined :i.h Fi~s. 10. and '11 ahd excit~d. by a _.f. p.si _ step pulse . of infinite 
. . 
d\lrati:on as sho~ i.n the same f.igurea. : 
Since the compressional wave ~elocity f,pr th~ assumed medium is 
L approxima'tely'' l50 inches p~r millisecond~ • only t~e. time-history up to the , 
I ' \ 
: .. •. ' . ... . 
- fir~t 3m-sec. w~s ,determined t~ avoid the effect of the .reflected waves 
·' ~rom the used rigid b~undaries·. This is al.So valid for the other fnvesti- . 
gations in t.he ~allowing ·se~j:tions qf this chapter • 
4.3 : 1 ··;Rock'Bolting 
The semi-circular roof of · the 84 inc_li span cavity presented .in 
Fig. 10, was reinforced by eleven ~)o . inches steei ro·c~· bc;>l~s · 1/2 · inch . · 
' .. 
di'amiter · @ 11 inches apart ·. · Each o'f the·. ve-~ticai· wails was reinforc.ed by 
four 20 inches steel bolts ' 1/2 ;l.nch di~eter ' @ 1'0 inches apart. Steel 
' . ' . . . .' . . 
' . . 
and rock prop~rd.es .are, presente~ in the same' figure. ' The model ' consis~ts " . . 
of 1;~9 ntt~dal p~ints lilnd· ~47 . ~'teine?ts and i~ laterally excited by the step 
.. 
• pulse defined in the previous section. Results ·are . pr.e.sen·te~ in Figs. 12· . 
·: · and 1.3. · .. . ' 
~·.-
· . . . ,. 
· . 
4~3. 2 Elastic Liner 
·A one inch 1;liick steel l .iner was .us.ed to .r~inforc~ . ~he s~e ca~:i.ty 
.. 
des~ribed in ' the previouspaection. 
. . . , -:~ . . 
A mod~l of 100 n~des_and 120 elem~nts · 
• ., .. 1 , . 
. ' 
\ 
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. . . . 
• tl •• • ,I ... • • ' • • • • ' • 
was used•'(Fig.- 14) and excited laterally b;y the loading functi~n described 
. . ~ .. 
:. 
in section 4.3. Fig. 15 presents .the r'esults. · 
... .-
4.4 The Effect·· of the 
on the Re'sponse 
FOr .the same d:fn~ic loading as_ ·that described in see·tion 4. 3' 'the · 
,,. 
shape·effect. has been investigated through different configurat~ons outlined 
in th~~ur, F~gs. 16, 17, 18 and 19. 0~1)! the horseshoe shape' was .sub-
jected to a p'arametric study. · Three .elements at different. iocatio,ns for 
each of · the cav'it.y configurations Wl;!re examined. figs. 20, 21 and f-2 
. . . . . . . . . · 
. . . 
_present 'a comparative study .of the shape_ 'effect on the .time-history .of. the 
-stresses in . the' th:re·e elements·. 
1,.. 
4. 4 .1· ·Horseshoe Shaped Cavity 
. , ' -· 
The horseshoe shape ~~':~ been reconnnended ·as .one o.~. the 11\0Bt suitable 
. • ) .'• 
.. . 
shapes for underground cavitie~ .. (Re_fs. 55 and ,58). In d_ecic!ing t~e. best 




· i) roof, rise to' span · rati'o H/L 
ii) 'w:S.li", ._ r:i.se . tO" BJ?~n ratio H'/L', see Fig. 23. 
. . 
. • ... 
All c.ases were investigated :using _the . same model shown in· Fig. 19 .·subj_ected 
·to the ·' same ~ynamic load • . ·The results._are pre~ent~d in Figs. ~ a4,_ 25 .and· Z6. 
'· 
4.4.2 Other ShaPes 
L 
·,. In_ hydroel_e-c~'f.i.c power cooipl~xes, ·the ·geometry of t .he compleX. 
-(tra~s~orm~r gallery'· powe~ house, and surge chamber) -is an assem~~age ·of' 
:f.rre&ula~ !:!hapes (Fig. 27). The relative· location of the - c~vi~ies in the 
cavi'ty group_ 'should be investigated to_ o-btain .. the optim~ . so.l~t~o~ ba~ed . . 
on a minimization of. tension zones i~ between the . cavities. . . The modified 
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computer progr~~ present.~d' in· Ap,p.endix A can eas.i .ly hil~dle _such . a:· P.~o,blem 
for shor.t time dynamic. a~alysis' s~~e . the. rigfd bo_~~da~y has. not been. 
0 • , • • t, . . . 
modified in the programm~ of Ref. · 8. ~~~ter in thia chapt~r,· the standard, 
I. 
structural·programme STRUDL-II is 'used in · a~alysiz:tg thE!, displac~d, elast~c; , 
- . ".) . 
en~rgy ab.sor~ing b?und~i:y ';!Se_d· in tq.e · propos~d· fini ~e dyn~ic- modei _which 
·simulates the dynamic a~~ysis _of infin'ite .space • . ~· 
. .• 
... 
4.5 Isolated Structures 
. ' , \ .;'\ .· 
At :the pre~en't tim~ considerable effort is bein'g 'directed ·towar·d 
. . . . 
~ 
pressu·res and accelerations associated with nucle.ar. b.lasts• or .e·art~q~ak.e 
.. :~ y ~ ...  J . 
excit;ations. ·• · · .o 
~4.. • 
The idea is' .. to isola~e the structure frat? the. sur.round~hg_ medium 
using ·:a soft_., elastic, energy . a~sorbin:g material 'betwc::en the -lin~r. ~f the : . . · 
cav:ity .and the m.editim_. '. 'This iso,lati~g material is ea's:t.ly' de.f~~ed to 
' .· . . ·. . . ·. . - . . : . . . . . (' ' 
· · · absorb the ·.energy ·prod~ced by 'the excitins l<:>ad~, i.e. acting almost 'like. a 
:' .. . · .· ' 
rubber ring · prOtecting the ~tructur~ from any disturbances in the sur- · · 
.. ·.· 
... 
isolatit).g the enti're · struc;tm;-e p_rovid_ing the required protect:i~n. ·In this 
.• ,; ...... 
case when the .'stresses in ''the . :i._~olatiri~' mate;ial reach ' the crushing' . 
strength, no mbre ·lo~d wili b~ t _ran8mitted }.:o th~ st~ucture through ·.the· 
·. 
· ' mediiun due , to the arching · ·e~fect -~f the crushe4 material. · .This :i.nd\c.ate~-
• • • ' t l ' 0 • •• • • ' • ' • • • ... ~ . 
the n~ed fcir · further work to ahcount for the elimination of ~ne cracked 
" . . . • . . . . . 0 ' 
and . c~ushed ,elem.ents . fro~ . th'e sy_stem.· 
• 0:' · ' · 
4~5.1 The Effect of Isolation ~n the Response · 
. . " 
To study 'the effect of isolating the structure· entirely from . the. 
0 • • . • •• • 
co •• • • • • • 
surrounding .medium by soft,.: en'ergy ·absorbing mat'erial, the · model' e~own in: · 
.. .. .. . ·. . .·. .· 
·.·· . 
. . . . . 
. .... 
I , , • 
. ;1 . 
·., :· . 
, .. 
· : 
. .. ~~. 
"""' I ; . ~ -
\ • . . •• , ) 
... . • , ' . 
' . . . . .:;: 
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. . . 
'•l l 
i6e Dl~d-el 'consi.st~ of a s~eel cyii.ndri~al shell 
. , . 
84- inches in 'd:iam~ter and one inc4 thick isolated froin the surrounciing 
' 
.:.•'me:ditnn. 'by· ciosed cel_l Pt?lyuretha~ foam .of @ 20 inches -thi·~~ness . . >_fhe .. ' 
'• . 
.. , . ' : . -~ 
p~ope~tie~· of th:~ ·thr.~~.:~ate·rial's :(st~~·l; ~~olat:io~ · m_~te~ial and .~o~k-) are 
• • • • • ... • • : • • • • • - · • • • v : -
. • • • ' . Sl . • .. • . ' 
. presented in Fig'.· ;28 •.. The study shows a -sigriifi.c'ant reduction in'· the 
. . . . . . . ~ : . ... 
. st~aipirig action~ of . thE! 'structure . to,gether with a : cons.iderable .red~ction -
. .· •. . . . ,J ,: .. • . ·. ·. 
:t.n'_.the stress stat~ ~f. -~he ' s\lrrounding medium. Figs. ?9, 30:· and 31 ' illus-
. Q. 
~rate.the isolation- effett on membrane forces aqd b~nd~~g · moments in the 
' . . 
' . 
" 
structure and stresses in the medium • 
. \ . . 
4.5.2· The, E£fect of Lay~red Media .on the >, 
Response , . 
' ' 
. Th~s .study would. be of p~rti<1ular . inte~est f~r the cut-and:...cov~r 
. - r . • . . - ' . . • . . . .. 
• struc.t'ural ~y_pe. !.he 1nvesti'ga:t.;Lon _carri\Cl o~t. for. the. mo~el shown ,in Fig: . 
' 
:32 ·may <>provid~ the ~nswer · to the question~ Whether it. would -be better.' to · 
. . ' ' 
use· a fil_ling material stiffer .'or softe~ th~m that of the .wedi"um? In·· . · . 
' . 
answering_ the question, s:bc ·differ~nt filling m~terials ·were invest:lgate.d · · 
. . ~ . . ' .-· 
· 'through·-~ comparative· stud; of th~ · internal forces i?- ·the 'structure and 
• 0 ' • ' ' • • • • • . • • 
. . . . · " 
.t.he stresses in 'two e·~e~ents, one i~ . h~nt of the ''fiil (EL •. No. -106), . th~ · 
. ~ ·' . . . . 
- ' Q 2 . 
:Other behind (EL'. No.' 150) • . Both· normal (density ~ = 0.0.002 lb. sec • . 
. . ' ~ -
. in •. _ 4),and heavy (densitJ g = o : ooo!n·~ concret~ ~ere ~sed eac~· ·as f:i_ll:ing 
. 6 . 
material of t:}:lree o~rent qu~ities, ·i.e. (E = 2_, ·3,~6 ' and-~. 7 , • lOxlO . 
, psi · respectively). . Results are; present~d in Figs. ~3 to 36 · indicatin.g that 
, 
a ·proper combination_ of the ·different propeFties . of the f~~ling_ materiB.l _. 
. ,,. . 
. (}, . . 
· significantly redu'2e:s the i.1;1.tern~l fol;'ces in the st7ucture. and the stresses 
· ·,' . .. 
·, ' · 
I . 
·,. ·. 
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New Finite .Dynamic Model to Simulate 
an· Infinite 'Space · 
i In static problems,· e bound.aries of .a c~ntinuB: '\:e se;rected based 
I 
on 'the con~ideration tha~ ~ 
little effect.•t points 
'For dynamic .analysis no 
~.'lr' 
at. a 'point on that boundary will' have 
far removed (Saint-Venant's ·principle). 
exists 'since the disturbing wav~ 
. ~ .' -
will reflect . boun.d~FY ·and return to the point of .interest ·in 
perhap.s less time than required f9r 'study of the stre~$..;.time· history of 
the point. This is why: ~ith the ri_gid boundaries . of Ref. 8, ,' earthquake 
.e~tion ~f an approximate dur~tion , of '30. seconds can~ot 'be. analysed.· 
Ref. 33 developed an approximate energy. absorbing) riscous boundary 
shown i ·n. ·Fig. · 37 in which -t'he · inf.i~it~· .half sp~ce is modelled to. f. · finit.~ . 
r 
regioi). . bounded by a free surface,· acted on by the following no.rmal and 
tanl?.~ntial viscous Jbrce,s: 
I \ • · 
cl ~ -;" bra' a u x . n (4. 8) 
n , 
c2 g· b 
• -; 
bT = .u X ·t (4.9) 
n .. 
.... 
· where U is the velocity vector of the particles at the boun~ary surface·; 
ii and t ar~ the unit normal ;md tangential vector.s; a and h are the 
. . co~pressiona],. and shea~ ·wave velo~itief? ;· Gi ··and c; are coefficients 
, . I 
controlling the magnitud~ ef tqe reflected wave amplitudes,·i~ e. ' the . 
. . .. . \ i . 
.· 
. percentage bf energy . absorptiQn. For body wa~7 c1 = c2 = ·1. leads to · t .he 
best 0en~rgy absorpti'bn • .. Al~ost perfect abs.orft:f,~~ is: obtafn~d ~n ~he : r.~n.ge 
where- the incident angle of the '·body w~ves · is . g~eater than 30°. ' Ho~ever, . 
since t~e- dire~tion :of all elastic wave_s 1~ n~~ known in .• th~ gene·r~_ c:a~e, 
, , r . , 
. :f,t 'will not be possible to s}-mlLl:ate' an exact bounqary for the'_ ~bs(1cy.tion 
. . ., •\ 
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44 
Base·d on a displaced energy absorbing boundary rather than a · 
' 
- viscous one, the ihfi~ite b~undary problem' is solved herein using - ~he model . 
· ·presented in Fig. JB in wh~ch the .boundary . ~bso.rb~ strain energy .instead 
· of the kine. tic ·· energy absorbed by the viscous l;'loi.mdary defi ned in Eqns. 
' ' ' I ' • • o 
' > 
··-.:4.8 and 4.9. In. considering the loss of energy during the motions, . {.eJ" 
• • • 
. damping in' the system_, Ref. 33 con~idered the damping by a diagonaf ma~rix 
•, 
composed of the ·bo':mdarr dashpot constants mu~tiplied by ' th~ _appropriat~ 
~re~ over. w'hich they _ar~ applied; · ~1 terms in · i:~e 'damp,:ing. mat:dx i re ~ero · 
. . 
except . ~or those terms corre'spondins.: -~~ the bo~ndary nodal' points • . in the 
proposed·. ~odel presented in Fig. 38, t .he energy_ is· dis!Jipat~d in the st:-ruc-
.. . ... . . : . . . . . . ' . 
. ' "'trrf' • • • • 
tur·e (not presented · i~ the figure) ~s :structurai. damping 'anc:L in- the ·_soil -
as material d~ping. · Also, the extenF of ·the fini'te · element me:sh arid. th_e 
energy absorbing displaced boundary takes. into ac~ount the radfat:i.on ·or 
. .· . \ . . . ' .~ 
spatial .. d~ping. ~diation · -'damping · is extremely impo_rtant in p_roblems o~ 
. . .. - - ' .. . , \ ' . . . : ~ 
vibrating foundatio~s but _of minor . importanc~ in stud~e.s of earthquak-e 
. ' . . .. 
' . 
. }:'espo_nse .(Seed, Ly~~er ·and Hwang (52~). . Tli~ ~~d~t.~res'ented :J,n· F-i..g •. 38 iS .' 
' . .. . . ·• . . ~ 
. •• · • . '0 
· based on a simple ~d~a, tha~ is placing' an.elastic energy absorbing boun-
• 0 
· ·dary·: COJ;,lSist:i.ng of ·a system _of . X and Y·. ~iastic : springs ·at each supp~_rtin.g -·· 
. .· . . . 
I ' " 
node bn the ·boundary. · These_ sprin&.!:! will- allow a time w!lrying · displac~ment 
• •, .,., ..s 
:· ~ . . \ 
at the bom1dar y E;q~al ·''to that · of ~he f -r ee-fi'eld solution. The evaluation 
' \ I t) 
. . o.f the appro.priat;e value~ of spring constat:tt's· to represent the 'deformation 
. ; 
. ~ -. . ' . . . 
characteristics of tner.so~~ or the rock· media is v~ry- im~ortant· in ' obtaining 
~ true · pict;ur~ o( . the:· r.espo~se of the system to any dyriamic _.exci tat"ion .• · 
For linea~ ' (ela_stic)' _syst~ll!s, approxima~e values of the. spri ng - constant~ 
. . : 
.can be evaluated -based· on the soil resistance to la~eral and. ver~icai l o kds 
· which is a function of _tlie deflection of the artif;tcia~ . boundary define~ 
oy _the r_el~tionsh:ip: 
\' . 
. .. 
.. . . 
·\ 
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p (4 •. 10) 
where p = (soil reaction, lb/i!J. of the bo~ndary . l~·ngth 
. . 
" U de,flection of tlie boUl).da:ry, in. 
., st 
·E soil modulus, psi 
s 
' 
The· modulus is not a unique proper·ty of the soil; .it is ·a function of the' . . 
' . . 
· str:ength and, t}:le stiffness of the 'Bo~l, 'hut it is.also inquenced signifi-~ 
·cantly ·by such variables cts depth below. the ·soil surfa.ce, load -magnitude . 
. and. ~hner -~£ load application • In most cAses the 'soil modulus· tends to 
'• . . 
iucrease wfth depth (Ros-s t:BO)). H~wever, th~ Young~smodulus,'E . , of'the 
. . \ . . . s 
soi1 ~ ... a\'' be det~:rmine~ ~ynami~ally 1 ··accordin'g, to 'Ref. ~ •. by determining · 
the f'~~qu~ncy gf induc~d ' long~tudinal ·.vibration's in a· _S~/'!Cimen and substi-
tuting these· values and the -density of th~ roc~ iri.to· th~ expre~~ions .~o~ 
the lo~gitud.inal ~elocity and the modulus of elastiC:ity~ ;These .express;f.ons 
are .. 
a= 2fL 
· a 1ongitudinal ~ave velocity .· 
' L ~ length of specimen 
E8 . ~ - Xoung's modulus 








According to Ref. 8, . the ·ratip of the dyn~DliC 0 tO . at~ tic values of. Ydupg' B 
modulus, vari~s between O. SS : and ·2.9 and more comp~C:t t~e rock, th~ more 
. ' ·~ 
closely will ·th~ stat:f:c: and dynamic values agree. It se~s z::e~~osoriable • . . 
.. . ~ . 
from the .literature on' the dynainic analysi~ of:_laterally '"load~d ·piles a~d 
. . . . 
from the i~vestigations of Ref. 50 on det~rmining the appropriate. values · 
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\. , , . 
·. ' 
:t: , 
of the spring constants, to assume that E varies linearly. in shallow. 
B 
depths. according to the relatiQnsh'fp: 
E . = ku s . J ' (4. ~3) ' 
where · k = the modulus o.f sub~rade reaction' of the soil,. lb/in3 
. . 
y the depth below the ground surface; in •. 
46 
. and . in deep locations, a constant value· ~f .E can be us,ed. For ·nonlinear 
• • • • • ? s 
.analysis the · s~e princ~ple of .gener.3:ting a displaced boundary to ove·Z:come 
• • • • • ·1.0 t ~. • • 
th~ px:oblem of wave refl~ctfon f~om the rig{d. boundaries is applicable • . 
• • • 0 • 'o 0 • • , 
,. 
By usin~ elementary wave theory~ the t~e-h~s~or~ of 41spla~eme~ts o~ the 
• • • • • 0 • •• ' • ' • 
.,' the ·medium. A1: each time ·step, the displacements . at, the b'qundaries · are 
. ; . . . - . . ' . . . 
. . 
u~~d ·as bounda~y conditions to solve' the resu~ting .equations of motion of 
· . . 
the system. 
instead oi mo#fyi~~ the ' rigid .boundary used 'in the · comp'uter 
.Pr~gramme of Ref·. 8, the standard structural programme STRUDL-II was uJ~d 
• • • '\ ' • • ' ·? 
in 'analysing 
: . . 
the example illust~ated in Fig_ •. 38 to test·. the, proposed arti-:- · 
ficial ?ound~;y f.or an overail sy~tem damping rati~· of 5% •. · The exciting 
' . ' 
lo~d; J;Dedium prop~rti~s, and · th.e · ti~e inc~ement of :i.ntegrati?n are the 
same as those of Ref. 9 presented in ', F;,lg. · 2 . . Fig. · 39 p~esent:s the results 
• • .. 0 •• 
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CHAPTER V .' 
DISCUSSION. AND CONCLUSIOl'fS 
5.1 · Presentation ·ot". Results 
. . .. 
.The J;es~lts will be p_resented in separat7 s _ets,· .~:ach_-.set ·'repre-:- ·. : 
. . ' 
senting one o~ ·the. pr_obl~ms investigated. . Th~·· cas~s ·· c0n~idered are: . 1) · · 
~ . / 
cavity -r~inforceme~t· , 2) .cavit;. shape, 3.) · isol1tion of the struc~ur~ fr~ . 
. . . . ·. . . . . . , . . 
th~ surroun.ding . _~~dium by a soft'~ energy· absprbin:g · ~ate.,ri~l, 4) the' f i i :ung· · . .. 
. . .. . . . . ' . . . . . . . . ~· 
.. material in the cut:...and-ccN'e'r structure, and 5) ··l>oundary ·_c.on.di.tior:is .·t:p 
. . . . . . 
• r , . • : , 
simulate . irifiJ.lite spa~e for' dynamic 'analys'is • . · The ·figure~ ·crf the reaul'ts.: 
. . . :. . . .. 
are pre~ented at ~he end .of - t~is chapter. · ' .. 
5 •. 2 · Cavity .Reinforcement 
71le resul~s pres~nte{ in ~igs; ·rz a~d-. 13_ o~· the r~c~ ~~lt·e~ ·.- ca~~t: .. ·,:. 
' described .in: the previo~s chap_ter . indicate ·a:· co~siderable 'r~ductipn ~f. 
a~~~t 25:{ in· the str.ess field ·aro~nd the .cavity. due to .the · Fock~ bo1~ing_· . . 
~ein£orceme'ut _pattern d~sc·rib~d : ~n section 4.3~ 1 and a gen~r~ reductiort 
I • 
in th~ diSplacemen.ts of :the cavity boundary. The ' time-histories for 
StJ;esses ~n the rock bolted_ cavity'. shown- 'in · Figs. 10 and 1L indicate mcist . 
• ' .-"' ' ' _, • ' ~ • •' \\ I: 
· of · the ~einfo·;rcin~ bolts of th~ vertical .walls . to be ·in · compression while 
.tho se tein~orcing the roof· are. in' ·t 'ensicin. . This indicates the need: for a 
. ; .·. . 
study of the amount of -prestressing ~equired for rock an~hors (pres~ressed 
. . . - . . 
·' 
. , . 
. . . 'm.~dium _e.twecially the tangentia~· ~tress~s around the openi~g • . 
' ! . . ' 
Howev~t, 
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48 
, . .. 
'since the liner provi~·':ls a support in the radial dir-ection~ it increases 
the stres'ses in . the 'radial din~c tion which ar_e s~pposed· to vanish in ' the 
_case .of n.~ lining. ··1,Re·f. 61 ·indicated ·that under favourabl.e conditions, 
· tunnel linings generally reduce stresses in t~e medi·um by about 30% or 
more. Fig. 15 presents the resul,ts ·of the . . study~ 
From the results obtained· with the two ·'kinds of reinforcement, th·e 
. . ' 
rock bolt_ing with about. 80% of the amouqt of steel·used"' in the ela'Stic 
liner sho~s ~ higher reduction·. (three 'ti~es or I)lore)' in the stresse~ ar~und . 
' ,1' , ' I ' • • ' o < • • ' 
the) ~~vity and in . the. rest o'f . the medium· than · in the· case of. the, elastic 
• 0 
. liner. · However:, qisplacem~'nt.s w~re reduced in the lined case more t!Ian 
·', 




Cavity Shape . 
· · F~ur.different shapes ~ere. investigat~d: i) circular, ii) 'semi-
\ .· 
o • • I 
. " 
iii) flat ciJ;cular roof ·~lth lcmg . . cf.'rcular "r:oof with vertic'al ·wal.lS:, 
; vertical walls, . and 1"{) horseshoe \ (Figs·. 16 to . ~9) • ·To' CO,JDpare . the shape 
. . \ . 
eff.ects o.n d'is~iac~meu'ts and stresa,es in the .structu;re and the surrounding 
I 
. ' . . . \ 
medium, the . a~ea of the 9pen~~g was\k~pt almost ·consta~t in 'the four cases. · 
This is' the r~ason for considering t e. same model as that studi,ed in Ref: 8 
. ' . 
'for the circular shap'et and, 'with aligh modifications . 'in the .. othe'r three 
. . . \ 
. shapes .• The modelling was based ··on a . 00 node and 120 element finite . 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
·domain.· · +be. reaul ts · indicated the hors s'!;loe shape ·to. be the bes~ from the 
, viewpoi~t of stress· in the medium •. fore, more attention was devoted 
~ . . 
to the horseshoe: shape in the parametric study described in the previous .. 
. . 
chapter. The results are illustrated .in Figs. 20, 21 and .22 for· the four 
. . .· . ' . ' . . 
sha~~s.· and .i n F~gs. 24·, 25 and 26 ."for the diff erent configurations of' the 
ho~seshoe shap~~ The results show a decrease in the bending moment at the 
. • . 
: I · 
·' 
··. 
. \ ' 
' . ' .. 
'""'*.· 
. : •• , 
~ .. • ' 
:.t 
t . 
. * f.·· . 
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49 
crown of . the hors.esho.e liner · with .. increa~e of. tlfe ·rise to ·a~~~ ratio of . · · 
the ro~f., H/L, and t·~·e corresponding· de.crease -of the rise. to the span ratio 
pf the ·walls~· H·'/L' (s~ape no .• 3; .FiS:· 23). ·.Also, the examination of the 
. ... - . . 
time-history of the norma·l forces .. at the crown sec:tion of the three con-
'figurations-.-t>f 'the hot:seshoe shap·~ outlined in· ~ig. 23 indicates ·that the 
maximum no'rmal fofc~ decreases wit}:t .the inc!easing H/L ratios . and .corre.s:-
?O!lding decre'asing o~ H' /L_' ·rat~os. 'Thi.s auggests that ~he' ' h~gh-ho.rseshoe 
.. 
·shape is ·.~he best from the viewp~i~t of the intet:riaf forces in the lining· . 
. (the max,imu~ bending. moment: in shape 'l10· 3 was reduced to almost one~half 
., . . . . . . 
that in shape n'o. ·1 ~nd the lllaXimum normal 'forces were re!iuced ·to · almost · 
one:..fourth of: thos~· for ot·her shap.es). Ho~e,;e;r~ stresses in. th~· adJacent 
'med'iUm were higher for· t~e high-horses~o.e shape than those for flatter · 
. . .\., . 
. s.h~pes. as· shoWn in Fig, 26. 
. , . .. 
: .. 
'. 
'5 .• 4 The' Medium 
The medlUm . a4jace~t ~o the structure was investi gated for two 
different cases to study itf:! effect on.· the 'internal· .forces in · the litfer 
. ' . ~ . ., ' .~ . . ' . 
·and t}:te stresses in the rest·· of the extended medium. The' two· cases 
described · in sections 4.5 •. 1 and 4.5.2 and outlined 'in Figs. 28 anq 32 were 
inve~Ugated for · a s t ep pulse excitation defined · in section -4.3~ · -In the 
. !' . 
first case, i.e. the ·· entirely isolated struc~ure, a reduction as high as 
80% in the shell (structure) membran'e forces . and benaing . moments was . 
. p - 6· . 2 '4 
obtained using ~l:osed . ce~l polyurethane foam · ( .) .. 6xl_O lb. sec . I in , 
. JJ =. · 0. 3 ·and : E :o 1400 psi). o'f thickness about one-fourth of the. shel:l 
diainete:~; (F:i.gs • . 29. and 30) ~ The annular material absorbs·: the ene rgy 
. • 
. pr~duced by .'the exc.itation c.aus_ing this signi~icant reduction ·of straining 
. . . 
actions in : the stru~ture~ 
,. . 
Also, . siti'ce. it allows for. mor e displacement s in 
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'the· __ adjacent medium·, 'the stresse.s in th~ medium "'ere reduced by 10-15~ 
: . , . 
(Fig. 31). In· ~he . second· case, i.e. the cut-and-cover . structure, the 
' . ~. . . . : . , . ' ' 
so 
1;esult~ _presented in Figs.· 33 and 34 indicate that neither th~ dens·i~Y- ( ~) 
. 'of the fiili-n,g material nor its ~lastic:i.ty (E) as separate values can 
' . . 
greatly aff~ct the internal 'forces . in the $tiucture b~t a certain c6mb~-
. 
· nation between _the values .of the twq, pro~ertie.s can ·prod~ce the maximum 
· : . · .. reduction 'it) the st~a:(ning actions in the· stz:uctu.re, i.e. p.rotect the 
· . ·. - s.tructur.e from the dynamic disturbances. This i~ . cleStt'. from F::i.as·; 33· .and 
. :_. 34. in which a con~rete · f~liing :mat~tial:, - w~~~~ - density·,: ~ ~ t; -2~l0-4 lb.sec2/ .in4 
-; . ' . ' ' • I 
. . . . . - . - . . 6 . . - ' ·. . ' 
and a modu.J,.us of ~l~~ticit;y, .E, "' 6xl0 psi, lea.ds. to almost · tf1e s~e 
. . . . -
. result~ . ~s t~o-se . ~~ :- a hea~~ co~ crete .whose f =·· 5xl0~4 .. and. E. = iO~lf}~. 
I I ·· . . . . . . . ' ' . . ' . . : . 
. . ~ 
Figs •. 33_ and 34 show .that. ror the same· m-ate'dal 'density, :.the ·internal .-
Also, 
forces 'in' the,.struc'ture 'can be· reduced significantly with .the increase of . 
, . ' . . · .· ·· . ;.. · .. ·· .... ~~;~-
the elasti'city of the· £11:1:-ing "mat; eriaL . On ·the other hand, the increaae . . 
. .. ~-
of th~ elastic~ty 'se·nerally irtc.rea.se~ the str'~~·s~s in· the . adJ~cent m~diu'ln • . 
, ' 
, : . 
. ' . 
However,' dense materials having a big~ _modulus of e~asticity in_crease ~he·. 
stress values of th~ ·medium ·in front of .. the fill· (between the . approaching 
. . . . ~ . . . ,. . . . . . 
waye front .and _ the stru-cture). and· de~rease those b~hind (Figs • . 35 and 36) ., 
I • ' ' ~ ' • , • • ' ' 
In this . case the f:Hl acts as a · fendei._-pr~tecting the inediuni behind • 
5.5. · Boundary Conditions to Simulate - l~finite 
... . ··space 
. , 
' · 
·.· .. . 
'\ 
.. 
The postulat~d · b~~ndaifes of the physical model · descdb'ed ~n the· 
1, • . • 
pr,evious - ~hapter. (section 4;6) \were used in ai!alysing the ~aine example as 
that considered b.y Ref. ·g (Fig; 2) .' Because of the l~initations o~. computer_ 
time which · excee4ed more than ~~e hour CPU time to analyse . the problem .-
. . . 
with the s.am~ finite element mesh used "by Ref. . 9·, a _coarse mesh outlined ·• 
. 
, . . 
, .. ; · . in ·_Fig.· ~8 was us~d. . 11ie constants ·of the ~las tic springs ·at each, 
· .. .· 
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. support'ing node were app:t;oximately_ evaluated· as 'thE!: product 'of the modulus - ' . 
~ of elasticity and the :distance ~alfway t~'arci b·o-~~ adja~ent.nodes.' .. The 
• • • . y •• 
. . 
solution--is based on pi·an'e 'strain analysis in which· the· rectangular 
. ' . . . . ... ' . 
. elements (PSR) an~ tr-iangul~r elemen.ts (CSTG) have tw9 degrees of freedom 
'·at _each node. : The results a:r.e ·.presented ·in' Fig. 39~ Al tho~gl( the . peak-
. . 
' . 
value of the respo.nse using the ·proposed moder i,s the_ same as t;hat obtained 
by using the boundary. conditio~s of Ref. 33 1 the tJ,me for niaxi~Um response" 
is .not the same·. From ~he . r .eview of lit·eratur~ :and particular~y the 
results presented in R!7f. 52 consid~ring the effect; of :soil modulus· 'and 
. . . 
sprins stiffness on. results . of interaction 'spri~g analyses, ·it; 'appe'ars· that 
' ' . . . . 
.'the time shift in ' the max~mum r~spon~e i1lust'rate·d in F.:t,g. 39' coUid b~. 
r~lated to the ~valuation: Qf ~ the spring .const~ts. This :i.ndicS:tes the n~ed '. 
4 • ·. ) • • 
for further work to ~iiDulate dy~amically exc~~ed infinite space. From the . 
I ' 
gene.ral equation of dyriamic : equilibrium (Eqn. 2:5); it . appears that in 
. ' \ :: . 
.. · 
futm::e. wo~k the bou~daf co~ditions sh~uld repr.esen; . the 'mass, 
stif.fness matrices ~elude the effect · of the accelerations, 
and displacements of the artificial boundaries. .This could be 
damping and 
- ' . . 
velocities, 
achieved · by 
consider:l,ng yariable damping in the different ~lements ,of :the syst;em. ·One 
of the approaches· for · considering_. thi_s ~ type ·of damping ._ is the use of · 
Rayleigh dam'j>ing matrix ,of the form presented in ~J'tapter. two and Eqn . ." 1 in 
Ap.penaix- B fo:r , :~ach element. ·_The. damping form~lation in the m~cH,fi·ed 
t' ' , I 
computer programme is based on the same equatio·n. a~d ·needs ~ modification . 
••• • • • ' • • -. • • • ' . • • • 0 
to permit the·· inclusiOR of .var;!.able damping :f.n each element. Since this 
damping is a ftequenc_y-d~pendent (s~e e"qns. ·5 and i in Appendix ·B), very 
high · damp.;!.ng-. can· occur · at high frequencle~. causing· (ac~o~ding to Ref~ ~2) 
a seri~us li~itad~on in the :analysis of. st'ructuies containi~g high .. f.requency 
. . . . • . . . . r 
equipment sue~ as nuclear power piants • . . H~w~ver, for other :types of 
.· 
·.~ . 
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structures this phenomenon C:an be of li~tle · imp-ortance. In . ~enera_l, th~ , . 
response 
system. · ·· 
use ~f the 'fini·t~ ' el-ement. method in analysing hlgh~frequency 
p~oblems .. is -l~m-~· to. t~,e c·u ·t-off ~~eq1,1ency o(_~h~ ~i_s~re.te 
.. . . . .\ . 
5.6· Vet;ification· of the Results 
After . decfd:i,ng the inodificad.on of the_ comput,er P.rogramme of Ref~ 8 ' 
' to suit the general _dynamic s 'olution of undergrou~'d reinforced cavities of 
. . ' 
any shape, the solutiQu' c;>f ~ef .. 8 ·:was examinedt' ·. Ref. S stud'ied .the 
stability of the method of the numerical integr~tion· (Newmark Beta, .Method) . · r . 
· · - .. · · · r , 1 • • • · • • 
· ' used ·in· the progrannne ·aird ·ve-rified the results· obtained l>y comparing thein 
v • • • • • • • • • ' 
· with those of. the t:heoretic~l- solution of Ref. 37. · The ·two· proJ)lems 
. "' - . 
~ - pr~sen te~ . by ~ef .. 8 . as an _application ~0 underground li_ned cylindrical 
. . . . 
cavities. were · solved· as a check on ·the , corr·ectness of the a,vailable · 
. . "' . . . \ \ ' . . . . . . : 
- . . 
After modi_rying the programme to include .a new reinf~rcing 
. . . 
0 
element; the ·problems considered ·:Lri · R~f. 8 were solved· again and the same 
' . ' ' . ... . . 
results ·were obtained proving -the correctness of th'e'"modifications .in some '. · 
- . . . . - ' :. ' . . . . 
. \ 
.,. _of .the subroutines ~nd the main pr·ogramme. The problem ciutl}-ned in Fig. 14 ~­
in_cluding 6 · s'he~l ~-leinents. arid· 8 n_ew .plate eie!Jients in modelling the 
~ ' . .,. . . 
ela.stic line-r of the cavity was . then analysed. ·· .. The results were. co~patible 
. . . . . . . 
with t.hose of. the sim:l,lar pro-blem 'solved by R~f. 8 and illustrated·= in· 
·. . . . •' . -- . 
· ' I ' 
Fig. 16. ,• . ' 
~ . . . . .. ·. ' . . . 
. · . A 'st_udy of var;i.o~s par'ameters ~ffecting th.e st;resaes and·· displace:... 
men"ts · in the structure and the surrounding ~~diun\ showed good agreeuie~t · · 
w:i.~h certain .. v.alues: obt~ined by ·p;rev.ious investigators, .particularl·y with 
those o:£ Ref. 15 .in studying a structure surrounded' by an .isolated' soft' 
e~ergy absorbi~g ~·t~ri~ The · r Osulto ~£ tho · anaJ.ysed problei. prese.ted , . 
'in Fig· • . 38 tieing the new arti.ficia(, .elastic, energy· absorbirtg .boundary 
.. ·, 
i .. 
. . . 
.·. . . ;·, 
_ .. . 
• • J \ ... . \. 1' ··· •• 0 
• .
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wer~ co!llpared wi_th . those obtained by Ref. 9 .using the v~sco~s ·boundary of 
" • I 
. ~ .. · .. · 
R;;f.- 33. Th.e peak value of the respon~e ·of· the to'p node on t~e postulated 
bou'ndar~ w~s · almo~t ·~he sam~ · ,with · a shift ~f ··abo~t ~0."05 ·, se.c~~ds : ,· The 
results have been discusse~ previously in section 5. 5. 
·. · . 
. .. 
"5.7 Conclusions 
: J The fol~owing c;onclusions are · draW'n from this stu<!-y: 
1. Rock bolting reinforce~ent ," whenever feasible, provides the 
, .... . . .. c·· . 
. most. effic~ent and ecrono~ic .solution red.ucing . the St~esa2S around th~ 
unreinforced ca:.,ity .by. 25% · andf"more. 
• ' I 
. • 
•' . 
2: Generally .speaking, ·• the ·~a~ity ' liner reduces the stresses in .. 
. I . 
.. ' . I . . 
the ~edium. ·rn this study · a r 'eduction of thll order of . 10% ;t~as obtained.· 
. . . : . ) .  .. .. . . ·. . 
: 3·. . ThE! shap~ of· the · cavi.ty . affects the· respo~se of the medium· and 
.. . . . ' 
the structur.e . (linf7r) .•. · "I:h.e horses~oe shape prove~ to be the l:iest~ with· a 
.. . . · 
reduction· of the order of 10% in the stress sta"te of the. medium compared 
. \ .. . . . . . . . .. 
. to a circular' eavity -or semi-circular · roof an~ · ve'rtica~ . ~all . cavity. 
• • . ' . . . • I' \ • 
4. A reduction as· high as 80% in the memb~ane · forces an? b ending 
. . ~ . ' . . ; 
. . 
mom~~ts was caused by isolat~ng .the entire structure from the surrounding 
. . . - " . ; . . . . - . ' ' 
'med;lum by !i · SOft~ energy .absor~:ng ·.materia~/ .The. stre.sses in the medium 
. . . . ,... . .. . . 
were ·. reduced by about· 10-i.5%. 
. .{ . 
' I ' • ¥ 
"5 • The properties .of the filling· D}aterial .in . the. cut-and-cover 
. .. 
. " . .. : 
· -~ . ·Stru-ctur~,.'affect the. time-h::l.story' of t\le ;inten,t~ t<H;ces in the struct~re 
' ' ·, • \' . ' ;. . I 
. and the stresses .in ' the adJacent . medium • . It ' .appea£a that a proper selection . 
·' 
of the combined prope.rties, · t~f7 ge nsity .. and . the elasticity, of the filling 
·' material can lead·· t~ a s.igni ficant· reduction ' in th~ stra ining ~ctions of 
the structure and th~ stresses in th~ . surroundin·g medi~. . 
.. ·
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. b?undary for· the dynamic· 
....... ~ 
. ,;"' . 
. .. / 
analysis of ~infinite space problems .d •It seems 
54 
. "· 
tha't the formulation of ·this ·bound~!Y should inclu-de· the· '!lass, . dam~irig and 
stiffness matrices of the equations of, the dyn~ic equiiibr.iUJll of . t;htl! 
.discr~te system. 
. . . - . 
. ' 
5.8 · Contributions· . . 
l. Solutions for · dynamically excitE!d unc;ierground . reinf~~ced cavi- · 
• • • • • f 
I 
t;les ·of. any ·~ ~hape.: 
.,. 
2 . As~embiy o(·the plate element system stif~~e~s mat:d.x' aJ;ter 
c_ondensing it to .include ·only two . degtees qf freedom at each nodal: .point . . · 
" . .. ~~ \ . . ' 
to match the eleinen_ts,Of t;he· adjacemt ··medium into the· overall syst~··.(th~ 
·· ~ ~ .. ~ . 
cavi.ty reinfarcemerit. and the- medium) stiffness matrix.· 
3. Modification of the computer pr,ogramm~ of Ref • . 8. to include· a , .-
~ew. reinforcing - eleme~t through the.'dev.elopmen.t of ·two' new- subrou'tines and 
' : - . 
~- o , . 
· the· modifications of the other subroutines ~d _the main._progr.amme to 
ac~ount for thi new el~ent; . 
0 
4, · Devel~pment; ot' a new model .for simui?ting a dyn~fcally_ ·excited : 
.· . . 
infinite ·Space obviat·ing the compliqations of wave.refl~ction.' 
• I ~ • 
.. . 





reinforc!'lment. ~avity shape, isolating material between the st.ructure' and . ' . .. 
.- : ' ' -' •• ' • • • o' • • o ·,: ' • o ' • I • 
the medium and fill~ng materiai in the cut-~d-cover stnict~re) on the . .. · , 
.· 
. " . . . ' . . ' . . 
. tiiQe-:-histories of· the. inter.nal forces in the re~nforcin$ liner and the 
stresses in the reinforcing rock, bolts and the medium. , ... 
~ I ~ 
9 ' 
5. 9 Summary and Recomme~d.ations · .. 
'A general formulatio.n h'as· .. been . pre~eented '£~~ a reinforced 'under-· 
. ground cavity subjected to dynamic exci:tation • . The cavity - ~a'n be of _any 
·:. 
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.... • ~ I 
. . ·: 
A new st·raight element with bending st:i.ffniss .has' bee~ set u·p 'for . t~e .: ,. ~ :: ·:. 
. ~einfo.rc~n~ e~asti~ ft:-~"f of . the . ·ci.p_eni~g .. ~onsistent with th.:·' Fwo-foret(:: 
. coordinate sy'st~m of the. f!nit~ .. el~en.t continuum. · ~o new subrout;ines ·· ·· 
'· were developed along ·Witt: mo'dific'ation~ . in the Oth.er subrou'tines an~ the 
... :: 
main ~rogramme of. Ref. 8, p~rticularly subrou~ine·~ S~~LS_ ~{~HELL - a~d 
~; \,. ~1 , · 
ASSEMB' to account for the new element. 
... t;. . - ·. 
Tlie ihf_luenc·es of the various 
~· 
, . . 'parameters· li'st.ed in section 5.1 ,on the respons~ ' of the unde.rgrotind -rein-
. 
. . forced ~·avity . ~er~ ; investigated·: ~e mod~fied computer . prog~~e.t-has· 
·- -':i .! \ . 
"applications outside . the imniediate problem · .of · th.e underground. cavity such. 
• • ~ ... ..,~, (" • 0 • • • • • '\ .c:' 
'as ·the d~~ic analy;is. of beams,., plane ~rames .and · a:tche~ :- . A·new m~del 
~ ~ 
. for the dynamic an~l~~,i~ of tindergrotfud structures. s~rrounded -bY an -infinite 
' ~ 'I ' • 
medium is presented. · ~ ·, 
. .. .. . The work ca: be e~ten~~he ·foilo~~g -~ea~ : . 0 ,. 
. .' . -
. .., 1. Nonlinear or inelastic. analys:l,s irt terms of s tiffn~ss prope~":- '. 
· ... . ( 
ties. A computer c~de for calculation of the ti~e-~i~tory 'of ~ulti-m~ss 
. . . . . . • ·.'t 
systems. with considerat-ion qf nonlin_~~.ri't:i.es _ has , be~n ,,co~f:!~ru .. c~~d 'by 
. . . . . . ' 
. ) ·osterle (42). , · 
. : . . . ' 2. -~e analysi~ . of the crusb.'able. material used . as annular filling 
.. 
-~ . 
. · betw~en the structure. and the medium . by c()nsidering th~ failure of elements 
·• • . , i ' . 
' 0 
. . 
· in which. ~tresses reach the ultimat_e strength of the ma.~e~ial -(Ref_. 63 has 
consi:dered such elements) .• 
.· 
~ . . . ;/ . 0 
. 3. Formulation of the tiamping matrix on an individual element 
• ' 0 • 0 ' I 0 
• . . 0 & . . <:) • . • • ' 
(variable damping). This can provide · .. a good approach· for the· simu-
. . . . . . . . 
basis 
q . la,tion Of ·a finite artific~al ' b.oundary i n 11:10-~elling atl infinite Space· Which 1 
' . . 
is dynamic.ally exci~ed. furtbermo~e, a~cordi,ng to Ref. 52, · t.he material 
• ' ~ • (1. 
damping of the soil, in case of str~ng :aha'king,, will :be · mucli'~larger than 
' . . ...... . ' ' ' . . ' . ' . . . . . . . 
. . 
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.~ .. 
important.:· · . .··. 
. . > 
4 • . . ~ppr:oxifuate modal analysis for n~nliitear: s.yst'ems ( Newmark' (39)) .. 
5 . ._. Incl~~ion of ' a .c~pability fat:· node sep~ration. in the case of 
. / - . ·. . 
"fracture of the medium o~> separat_ion . of 'the cavity J,iaer f .r.oin th'e. medi~ • . 
·:-:..::.:. . 
. -~-: 
~-~ -: ~. 
' : ~ _,; ., .·- .; . 
. . . ~· : ; , . 
~- :- . • _..: :.• ·R,e£.:. '57. d~scribed a. ·.tw~-di~J;lsioncil. i:liscl;'ete 'el~ment ~eth~d. f .or static 
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• t" ·'" 
- ~, .- Ext~nsion . of: the -nUlnerical tecqnique ' used in the ?riginal 
' c~mputer · pro·gr-~ _·of· ReL· .. 8 _(Newmark'·Bet;: Metho-d) as one o'f the s i ngle;.. 
point ptedictor-"-cor~.e~-~~-r .' m~t:hoii~-•. · t; . ~~J,ti~pcd~t pred:f.ctor-correc tor 
' ~ . . . . . . . . 
formulae for. ·ru,J.me~:i,~~ i~~~gr_a.ti~n~ .. · .. This ·is applicable to" .~l!astic and_ · 
. . · .... 
in~l~·sUc s~s~~:~~~-t·~ -:_se':~~~~-: a,dv_~~~~~e_f, _~~ ~-~c~u-~.acy_ .~n_d . c;on\putatio~al 
time especially. in. el'ast:_ic_ -systems-.wh ere, the sti~fness .matrix remains 
. . . ·. . ' . . . 
.. 
COU$_tant,- Humar at,i.d t.fd.ght (ziJ) · .pre·~·ented ·o:ne stic·h· ~~ti'":"p'o,i~t· metho~ and 
. . .· ' : ... . ·.· · ' . . 
' . ·_ . . . :, . . . . . . .: . . . . . ' . . . ~. . . ~ . . ~ ' . . . . \ 
e.xam'\ned_ ·ns.-tz:u'tlcation: error · ?Od·. sta~ility.·. ·. However.,. . ~or cases w;Lth l_ar~e 
~ ' . . . . . . .. ' .· . . .. .. -~ . .. . . · .... .. :' . . .·. . .' ... . . . . . . ~ . 
numb~r: .'P_f . de~r~es 'of -freedo.m,~.' . the __ s~?bi.Ut)' criter:lon ~m~y be too restric-: . 
. . . ~. . . . . . . · . : . . .· ' . . . . 
tive~ · · · · ' · ·· · · · - · 
· 7. :. -A~~iica.iiori··:oi t~~ ~~~sf~r .m'at;i~.~- a~~r~ach ~9; la:yer~~l-' -media. 
(~ef. 4}:.:: · ~e ina~~: .advant~~~- ~f · th~; .. metho~ i-~ th-~t · th~ -~:i.;~ of · t~e ·-~~erall 
•• : ~. • • • • : .l • •. • . ... ' · • • • • • •• -;, f • • • • • .. • • • • • 
· ::~~::·:,::<ii~ iS ~n4e~endeni ;~f, ~~·~ n~bd of laJ rs, ~d dwOyS . rom~ins · 
• .. ·._ . . 8 ~ :· . E~t~nsi~~ -~a··. i:~~~~~-~i~e~~-i~n~1~~ ~n.4Y,s~·~· . . .._ 
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' APPENDIX .. B': .,. :· · -
·,, 
' 
,DAMPING OF THE SYSTEM \ .·· 
As -stated in Chapt~ Two, the damping matrix [c] 
· .in. the form 
[ ~] = cJ.M] + cJ~J (1) 
'I 
'· 
I .· . 
could be written 
•. 
.. , . 
. . 
· ... ~he~e. [ M Jan~ [ K] are the ·mass and .stiffness matJ;"ices of the -sy-st~m and· C i 
and-. C2.' .are _cons~an_ts chci~e~·to provide the _desired damping effe~t .• 'I:hese 
. ·. . ... I . 
. . . ~onstants can be · related to the critical damping C or to the· critical 
' . . ? . . . . '• ·, c . 







p . c . , . 
'"'::> . = c . 
. .. c 
. . ' 
· ,· 
. __ :r~troduc~~~ Eqns. 2_fnd ·_3· ~nt~ _Eqn., 
' ·· . • . 
.. . 
; . 
'p : . 
. ·c1M . . c2K· 
~.2~ .+. :2/KM 
. . . 
= cl (H.+ c2 f! 
. . · 2 i/· 'K . 2 · V M· . 
. .· .. . 
1 giv~s 




' . (3) 
' ' I • ' 
··.·.' 
. (4) 
L e. · the critical damping 'ratioS · fo~ the 'n..;th mode· is 







· where is .. the' a~gula~.-:frequ~~cy for the, n-th _ mode·.·. ' 
n. . . . ·: . - ~ (~1·~>. ·. . . , . • . . . . . 
I~· is clear ftcim Eq~. ·· s· 'that S has · ~ome minimu~ value. cor.re~t. 
.r 
·, 
..:/.... . . . . ·. . ' . n . . . . .. . .. , ... 
_·: ' · ·.-· :·-poni:i.tis to ·a . c~rt_ain value of·S · .• · .. Setting ··the . a~rivative· of ~ · ·with . · 
. · . . ::·· . n . .. · . . n . ··· 
::; " ' ' 
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.. . 
I .,~ : • 
• 
99 
t0 = ~ (6) n . .. . 
. . 
Usin_~ Eqn. 5 specifying .the percentage contribut.:tons from the two ~e.rms to 
obtain the d~sired damping ratio, Dhe constants Ci ~nd C2 can be determined 
'as. follows: 
' . 
Assuming e~ual contrib#ion fro'm the· two t.erms, giV..es 
.. 
\ c6, ~ , ·. cl n· n 
S I c.;;,. c ::: 2 0 n n · 
· . · or, •. iri. te.rms .. o~. tlie period of the system 
c ·· .:. z rr~ /T 1· · · n n 
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·OYNAMfC RF;SPONSE ' oF UNDERGRO_UND CAVITY 
• \ 1 , 
., . 
The under.groun·d_ c~vity shown in Fig. 38, fs excitea 'by the , dynamic 
-l~a.ding ·shown._ .T~e · e~a.s .~ic ~ displ~ced, energy absorbing boundary is used 
.. 
. to. simula~e the i_nfi~lte- extension of the I!!edium. F;l.g.· 41 · presel\tS a 
- ' 
•• • J\ 
cooiparison ' of · the ·responses of node number ·21' in Fig" 38 for~ ~b~orbi~g 
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